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The EBCDIC Character Set
Green Index Number 5
Green Index Number 15
Green Index Number 30
Green Number
High Density Tape
Integrated Multivariate Data Analysis and Classification System
Leaf Area Index






Haze CorreCL' 0n Algorithm
I . SCOPE
This report documents the software which has been deve"roped in response to
Action Document 63-21-31-3343-01, "Sampling Scheme for Early Warning Alarm."





The programs contained in this document are intended to provide a way to
extract a sample from a full-frame scene and summarize it in a useful way.
The sample in each case was chosen to fill a 512-by-512 pixel (sample-by-line)
image since this is the largest image that can be displayed on the Integrated
Multivariant Data Analysis and Classification System (IMDACS) system. This
sample size provides one megabyte of data for manipulation and storage acid
contains about 3 percent of the full-frame data.
Two extraction strategies (methods) are represented in the programs. In the
skip method, every sixth pixel from every sixth line is taken to show a
sampled image which preserves the gross structure of the full-frame image. In
the patch method, 32-sample by 32-line pixel squares (patches) are taken from
the full-frame image on a 16-by-16 square grid. These 256 squares of data can
provide a summary of the full frame while retaining the full resolution field
structure for analyst interpretation.
In both cases, the 512-by-512 pixel image is further summarized by the patch
image processor. This processor computes means for 256 32-by-32 pixel squares
which constitute the 512-by-512 pixel image. For each square, the screening
algorithm is run and the channel means are computed along with a screening
summary of the rejected pixels. The mean vegetation index, truncated at 0, is
computed for values GREEN, AVI, PVI, TVI7, and LAI. The values of GIN5,
GIN15, and GIN30 are also computed. These may be computed with or without
X-STAR haze correction (ref. 1).
Thus, 256 measurements for each of 8 vegetation indexes are available over a
100-mile (161-kilometer) square, computed in 2 ways,
With these data from several segments, the vegetation indexes and the two
modes of sampling the full-frame image are compared.





























































































3. SUBSYSTEM 1 - READTP
The READTP program is the main routine of the patch image processor. It is
the driver routine for reading Landsat 1-, Landsat 2-, or Universal-formatted
tape. In addition, it is the driver routine nor creating the patch image in
the IMDACS form.
CALLING SEQUENCE: PROGRAM READTP
CALLING ARGUMENTS: Not applicable.
FILES:
File	 Usa ji	 Record format
RPARAM.0,T User interface
	
(17X, I5,/,11X, I5,/12X, I3,/,10X,6A1)
??????.IMH IMDACS header file Refer to IMDACS documentation, volumes 1 and 2
??????.IMD IMDACS data file
	 Refer to IMDACS documentation, volumes 1 and 2




I/O = input output
L	 = logical
R	 - real





Name word number Usage Type
ST	 1	 1/0	 I
SE 2 I/O	 1
LS 3 I/O	 I
LE 4 I/O	 I
NOCHAN 5 I/O	 I
NOSAMP 6 1/0	 I
SCNID 7-12 Header	 A
SUNEL 13 Header	 I
SUNAZ 14 Header	 I
SNSHD 15 Heger	 I
NREV 16 Header	 I
EXYR 17 Header	 I
EXDAY 18 Header	 I
DAY 19 Header	 I
HR 20 Header	 I




SEQNO 23-24 Header	 I
FLAT 25-26 Header	 R
FLONG 27-28 Header	 R
NLAT 29-30 Header	 R
NLONG 31-32 Header	 R
Definition
Starting pixel number on computer com-
patible tape (CCT).
Ending pixel number on CCT.
Line start number on full frame.
Line end number on full frame.
Number of channels on tape.













CCT sequence number (N of M).
Center of the full frame (latitude).






Name word number Usage Type Definition
NAME 1-3 Error A Name of routine.
MISNO 4 Header I Fission number.
E 5 Header I Mission number.
/HIST/COMMON BLOCK
Relative
Name	 word number	 Usage	 Type Definition
H4 512 Array	 R Histogram for band 4.
H5 1025 Array	 R Histogram for band 5.
H6 1537 Array	 R Histogram for band 6.




HDREAD Header record read. 3.1
INTOCT Integer to OCTAL. 3.2
HDRFLN Header file. 3.3
HDT High density full-frame format.	 3.4
LANDSAT Landsat (1	 and 2;	 format.	 3.5
HDRHIS Header histogram. 3.6




BFSZ	 Buffer size in bytes.
BUF	 Buffer for image data.
DELTAL	 Change in center point line.
DELTAP	 Change in center point pixel.
IE	 Error flag.
NOML	 Nominal center point line.
NOMP	 Nominal center point pixel.
NPOINT	 Array containing nominal center point in degrees.
STARTL	 Line in which extracting should start.
STARTP	 First pixel to be extracted during patch extraction from full frame.
STOPP	 Last pixel to be extracted during patch extraction from full frame.
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3.1 UNIT 1 - HDPEAD
The HOREAD subroutine reads the header data records from a foreign imagery
tape in one of the "ollowing formats: Universal, Landsat 1 or 2, or
LARSYS II or III.
CALLING SEQUENCE: HOREAD(LUN,IFRM,HEADER,BFSZ,EOF,PC,IE,BUFFER,INS,HDRADR,ISS)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name Usage Type Definition
LUN I/O I Logical	 unit number assigned to the tape.
1FRM Process I Format type of the image tape.
HEADER Array I Buffer.
BFSZ Process I Buffer size in bytes.
EOF Process I Flag which,	 if= 1,	 indicates end of file.
PC Process I Parity counter.
IE Process I Error code.
BUFFER Array I Buffer for data.
INS Process I Number of scan lines.
HDRADR Process I Address of the array for WTQIO.
ISS Process I Starting scan line.
FILES:
File Usage Record format
TAPE Input	 Refer to Landsat or Universal	 formats.




Name word number Usage Type
SS 1 Process I
SE 2 Process I
LS 3 Process I
LE 4 Process I
NRPDS 5 Process I
NDSPR 6 Process I
NCPR 7 Process I
NRPC 8 Process I
ANCL 9 Process I
NC 10 Process I
NS 11 Process I
NBIT 12 Process I
DOI 13 Process I
NCAR 14 Process I
SVD 15 Process I
RSIZ 16 Process I
PSKIP 17 Process I
HSIZ 18 Process: I
CALP 19 Process I
CERR 20 Process I






Number of records per data set
(data set is a scan line).
Number of data sets per.record.
Number of channels per record.
Number of records per channel.
Length of ancillary block.
Number of channels in the image.
Number of samples per channel
per scan line.
Number of bits in a pixel.
Data order indicator.
Same as NCPR.
Start of the video within a data set.
Tape record size.
Pixel offset for reading data from tape.
Number of words in the header OAT.
Used in calculating offset bytes in data.
Catastrophic error. Calling program
should terminate if error # 0.






HPP,V-^O	 Header process.	 3.1.2
HDCODE Header decode.	 3.1.1
CALLED BY: The HDREAD subroutine is called by the driver routine READTP
(see section 3).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Local variables for subroutine HDREAD are listed in common
block /HCOM/ of the HDREAD subroutine in this section.
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3.1.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - HDCODE
The HDCODE subroutine decodes selected portions of tape header records in one
of the following formats: Universal, Landsat 1 and 2, or LARSYS I1 and M.






Variable indicating format of header; if = 1,
indicates Universal, if = 2, indicates Landsat,
if = 3, indicates LARSYS.
Header record exactly as read from tape.
Variable indicating error code; if = 0, no error;
if = 1, not 1, 2, or 3.
Variable which indicates Landsat level indicator;





File	 Usage	 Record Format
Tape header
	
Input	 Landsat format; refer to the Landsat documentation.
COMMON BLOCKS: Common blocks for the HDCODE subroutine are /COMH/, /LATON/,
and /LABEL/. For descriptions of common blocks /COMH/ and /LABEL/, refer to
program READTP (section 3).
/LATLON/COMMON BLOCK
Relative
Name	 word number Usage Type
	 Definition
LATD	 1	 Process	 A	 Latitude direction.
LONGD






FRONT Delete blanks from string. 3.1.1.1
ETAATE EBCD' 1 '
	
to ASCII, ASCII	 to EBCDIC. 3.1.1.2
B2I Binary to integer. 3.1.1.3
A2I Alpha to integer. 3.1.1.4
LATLON Converts from degrees and minutes to degrees and 3.1.1.5
tenths of a degree.
JULIAN Converts Gregorian calendar to Julian calendar. ,3.1.1.6
CALLED BY: The HDCOD€ routine is called by subroutine HDREAD (see
section 3.1).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Local variables for subroutine HDCODE are listed in common
block /COMH/. Refer to the driver routine READTP, section 3.
^t
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3.1.1.1 Unit 1, Level 3 - FRONT
The FRONT subroutine left justifies an ASCII character string, removes any
leading blanks, and blank fills the array after the last character is shifted.
CALLING SEQUENCE:ENCE: SUBROUTINE FRONT(I,N)
Nam	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
I	 X ray	 A	 String which will be )xamined for blanks.
N	 Process	 I	 The length of the string in characters.
FILE: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.




K	 Counter for the number of characters examined.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
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3.1.1.2 Unit 1, Level 3 - ETAATE
The ETAATE subroutine converts an EBCDIC character to an ASCII character and
an ASCII character to an EBCDIC character one byte at a time.
CALLING SEQUENCE: SUBROUTINE ETAB(H,ARG,NCHAR)
Name Usage Type Definition
H Array A	 String input of EBCDIC character; may be one character.
ARG Array A	 String output of ASCII character; may be one character.
NCHAR Process I	 Number of characters to be converted.,
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The ETAATE subroutine is called by subroutine HDCODE (see
section 3.1.1).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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3.1.1.3 Unit 1, Level 3 - B2I
The B2I subroutine converts binary data to integers.
CALLING SEQUENCE: Function B2I(H,B1,B2)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 7ype	 Definition
H	 Array	 binary Array containing the string on which to operate.
B1	 Process I	 First character in string on which to operate.
B2	 Process I	 Last character in string on wt-., h to-operate.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.




C	 The scratch pad word containing the byte on which to operate.
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Name
3.1.1.4 Unit 1, Level 3 - A2I
The A2I subroutine converts ASCII data to integer data.





H	 Array	 Binary Array containing the string on which to operate.
B1	 Process I	 First character on which to operate in string.
62	 Process I	 Last character on which to operate in string.
FILE: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINE CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The A2I subroutine is called by subroutine HDCODE (see
section 3.1.1).
LOCAL VARIABLES:
C	 The scratch pad word containing the byte on which to operate.
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3.1.1.5 Unit 1, Level 3 - LATLON
The LATLON subroutine converts the latitude and longitude from degrees and
minutes to degrees and tenths of a degree.
CALLING SEQUENCE: REAL FUNCTION LATLON(H,61,B2)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
H	 Array	 Byte Array containing the latitude and 'ongitude.
B1	 Process	 I	 First character in the array H desired.
B2	 Process	 I	 Last character in the array H desired.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMO', 5 OCKS : Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The LATLON subroutine is called ! -
-




LM	 Decimal that places calculation for numeric packing.
LL	 Decim^ -1 brat places calculation for numeric packing.
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3.1.1.6 Unit 1, Level 3 - JULIAN
The JULIAN subroutine converts the Gregorian calendar date to the Julian
calendar integer.
CALLING SEQUENCE: FUNCTION JULIAN(M,D,Y)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type Definition
M	 Process	 I	 Month value.
D	 Process	 I	 Day value.
Y	 Process	 I	 Year value.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINE CALLED: Not applicable.




Julian The Julian date in integer form.
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3.1.2 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - HPROS




Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
LUN1	 Input	 I	 Logical unit number assigned to the tape input.
HEADER Array	 A,I Buffer array used to store the header. Data from
the tape header.




EOF	 Flag	 I	 End-of-file indicator; 1 = EOF.
PRTY	 Process	 I	 Parity count.
IPRM
	
Process	 I	 Parameter value.
FILES:
File	 Usage	 Record Format
Tape	 Input	 Input data tape.
'COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the HPROS subroutine is /HCOM/. Refer to
subroutine HDREAD (section 3.1) for a description of this common block.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
y
	 CALLED BY: The HPROS subroutine is called by subroutine HDREAD (see
section 3.1).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Local variables for subroutine HPROS are listed in common
block /HCOM/. Refer to the HDREAD subroutine, section 3.1.
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3.1.3 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - IBYTE
The IBYTE subroutine converts integers to byte form, one byte at a time.
CALLING SEQUENCE: FUNCTION IBYTE(START,STRING)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
START	 Process	 I	 Starting position on string.
STRING Array	 I	 Array containing the values which require change.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINE CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The IBYTE subroutine is called by subroutine HDREAD (see
section 3.1).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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3.2 UNIT 2 - INTOCT
The INTOCT subroutine converts the Julian date to OCTAL and converts the
version number to OCTAL.







Integer to be converted to OCTAL.
OCTAL	 Process	 A
	
Integer value following conversion to OCTAL.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.





	 Tempor;,ry storage word for calculation.
X	 Remainder of a division.
Z	 Counter for the number of iterations.
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3.3 UNIT 3 - HDRFLN
The HDRFLN subroutine writes a header record in IMDACS consisting of a rile
header record and a Universal imagery header record (SPU format header). The
file header and the format header record consist of 1536 words each.










Logical uni t, number assigned to a file on the disk.
Array containing the file name.





File	 Usage	 Record Format
??????.IMH Output Header file in IMDACS format.







CALLED BY: The HDRFLN subroutine is called by the driver routine READTP (see
section 3).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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3.3.1 UNIT 3, LEVEL 2 - UNVRSL
The UNVRSL subroutine builds an SPU universal header record for imagery files.
CALLING SEQUENCE: SUBROUTINE UNVRSL(LUN2,SUNEL,FLAT,FLONG)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
LUN2	 I/O	 I	 Logical unit number assigned to a file on the disk.
SUNEL Process	 I Sun elevation angle.
FLAT Process	 R Frame center latitude.
FLONG Process	 R Frame center longitude.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Common block for the UNVRSL routine are /LABEL/ and /LATLON/.
For a description of /LABEL/, refer to the driver routine READTP (section 3).
For a description of /LATLON/, refer to subroutine HDCODE (section 3.1.1).
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The UNVRSL subroutine is called by subroutine HDRFLN (see
section 3.3).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Local variables for the UNVRSL routine are listed under
variables in the IMDACS documentation for the header file.
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3.4 UNIT 4 - HOT
The HDT subroutine extracts patch images from the full-frame image, with
processing taking place one strip of CCT at a time. It further builds a
16-by-16 patch frame image consisting of 32-sample by 32-line pixel patches.
Each pixel in a patch is composed of bands d through 1. This subroutine uses
HOT full-frame images.
CALLING SEQUENCE: Subroutine HDT(LUNI,LUN2,BUF,BFS2,FLNIMD,EOF,IE,BUFFER)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage Type	 Definition
LUNI	 In/out	 I	 Logical unit number assigned to the tape.
LUN2	 In/uut	 I	 Logical unit number assigned to the disk.
BUF	 Array	 I	 Array containing the data.
BFSZ	 Array	 I	 Size of the data array.
FLNIMD Array	 I	 Array containing the name of the output file.
EOF	 Array	 I	 End of file.
IE	 Array	 I	 Error code.











Consult with the IMDACS system documentation.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common blocks for the HDT routine are /COMH/ and





LBORDR Line border	 3.4.1
PBORDR Pixel border 	 3.4.2
LDCODE Line decode	 3.4.3
HIST	 Histogram	 3.4.5





ENDCCT Parameter for reading to the end of the file.
LCOUNT Line counter for the patch image.
LEND	 Ending line within the full frame.
LSTART Starting line within the full frame.
PATCH	 Current patch number.
PIXELS Pixel location in PIXBUF-
PTCH	 Flag indicating that the patch counter should be decremented.
SAVEP	 Last patch processed on previous CCT.
STARTP Starting pixel location in patch extraction.




3.4.1 UNIT 4, LEVEL 2 - LBORDR
The LBORDR subroutine determines when imagery data desired from full frame is
not available; patch lines are outside of the full frame.













Calculated starting line from calling routine.
Flag which causes the line not to be processed.
Starting line of full frame.
Last line of the full frame.
Last line within the full frame.
First line within the full frame.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The LBORDER subroutine is called by subroutines HDT and LANSAT






	 Flag which, if = TRUE, instructs program to process next full
frame scan line.
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3.4.2 UNIT 4, LEVEL 2 - PBORDR
The PBORDR subroutine determines when the imagery data desired from the full
frame is not available; patch pixels are outside of the full frame.









Starting pixel number provided by the calling
routine; altered if necessary for each patch.
Stop pixel for each patch; altered pdrtion of
patch is on the next CCT.
Stop pixel for each patch.
Flag indicating if the patch should be processed.
Last pixel in the scan line.
First pixel in the scan line.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The PBORDR subroutine is called by subroutines HDT and LANSAT (see







Flag which, -if = TRUE, instructs program to process next patch.
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3,4.3 UNIT 4, LEVEL 2 - LDCODE
The LDCODE subroutine decodes image data from a foreign imagel'y tape in one of
the following tape formats: Universal, Landsat 1 and 2, or LARSYS II and III.
CALLING SEQUENCE: SUBROUTINE LDCODE(LUN,IF,BUFFER,BFSZ,DLIN,RCHAN,LSS,
LSE,BUF,EOF,PC,IE,INIT)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name Usage Type Definition
LUN1 In/out I Logical	 unit number assigned to the tape.
IF Process I Format type of the tape.
BUFFER Array Byte Array containing the scan line data and scratch
pad buffer.
BFSZ Process I Size of array buffer.
DLIN Process I Requested line number;	 starts with line 1.
RCHAN Process I Requested channel 	 number, starts with 1.




LSE Process I Last	 pixel	 desired.
BUF Array Byte Decoded pixels LSS through LSE for calling program.
EOF Process I Flag which,
	
if =	 1,	 indicates	 end of file;	 if =	 0,
indicates more data is to come.
PC Process I Parity check counter.
IE Process I Error code.
INIT Process I Initialization
	
flag which	 if = 0,	 indicates
	 first




Tape Input Data tape being read.
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COMMON BLOCKS: Common blocks for the LDCODE subroutine are /HCOM/ and
/LABEL/. For a description of each, refer to sections 3.1 and 3,
respectively.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The LDCODE subroutine is called by subroutines HOT and LANSAT (see
sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
LOCAL VARIABLES: Local variables for the LDCODE subroutine are listed in
common block /HCOM/ in the subroutine HDREAD (section 3.1).
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3.4.4 UNIT 4, LEVEL 2 - PARTP
The PARTP subroutine adjusts the parameters when a patch is divided between
two CC( strips.













I .	 Process	 I
PATCH	 Process I
Definition
Flag which determines if the patch counter needs
to be decremented.
Starting pixel number provided by the calling
routine; altered if necessary for each patch.
Stop pixel for each patch;; altered portion of patch
is on the next CCT.
Stop pixel for each patch.
Sequence number for each CCT.
Last pixel in the scan line for the current CCT.
First pixel in the scan line for the current CCT.
Array containing the desired patch pixels.
Band number-	 through 4.
Patch number for resetting counter if necessary.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The PARTP subroutine is called by subroutines HOT and LANSAT (see






CCTNO The CCT strip number that is last stored.
PIECE Array containing the parameter values to be used for the remainder
of the rightmost patch located on the next CCT strip.
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3.4.5 UNIT 4, LEVEL 2 - HIST
The HIST subroutine builds histograms for each channel.
CALLING SEQUENCE: Subroutine HIST(BUF,STARTP,STOPP,RCHAN,ST)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
BUF	 Array	 Byte Array containing the scan line from the full frame.




Process I	 Stop pixel for each patch.
RCHAN
	
Process I	 Current channel number.
ST	 Process I	 Starting pixel number for the current CCT.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: Common blocks for the HIST subroutine are /HIST/ and
/LABEL/. For a discription of each, refer to routine READTP (section 3).
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The HIST subroutine is called by subroutines HD's and LANSAf (see
sections 3.4 and 3.5).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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3.5 UNIT 5 - LANSAT
The LANSAT subroutine extracts patch images from the full-frame image, with
processing taking place one strip of CCT at a time. It further builds a
16-by-16 patch frame image consisting of 32-sample by 32-line pixel patches.
Each pixel in a patch is comprised of bands 4 through 1. The subroutine uses
Landsat l and 2 full-frame size images.
CALLING SEQUEMCE: SUBROUTINE LANSAT(LUIII,LUN2,BUF,BFSZ,FLNIMD,EOF,IE,BUFFER,
IFRM,SS,INIT)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:













Logical unit number assigned to the tape.
Logical unit number assigned to the disk file.
Buffer containing the pixel data per scan line.
Buffer size to be used.
Array containing the file name of the output file.
End of file.
Error code.
Scratch pad array containing header or image data.
Format type of the tape.
Start pixel number.
Initializing flag.
For further information on the LANSAT subroutine, consult the documentation
written for subroutine HDT (see section 3.4).
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3.6 UNIT 6 - HDRHIS
The HDRHIS subroutine writes the histograms for each band (4-7) to the IMDACS
header record file.
CALLING SEQUENCE: SUBROUTINE HDRHIS(LUN29FLNIMH,UIFHR)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage Type	 Definition
LUN2	 I/O	 I	 Logical unit number assigned to a file on the disk.
FLNIMH Array	 A	 Array containing the file name.
UIFHR	 Array	 A,I Array containing the header data.
FILES:
File	 Usage	 Pecord Format




Name word number Usage Type
H4 512 Array R
H5 1025 Array R
H6 1537 Array R
H7 2049 Array R
Definition
Histogram for band 4.
Histogram for band 5.
Histogram for band 6.
Histogram for band 7.
SUBROUTINE CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The HDRHIS subroutine - called by the driver routine READTP (see
section 3).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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4. SUBSYSTEM 2 - SKIP
The SKIP routine is the driver ro^;t.i nc for the skipped image generation
program.
CALLING SEQUENC E: Not applicable.
CALLING ARGUMENTS: Not applicable.
FILES :
File Usage	 Record format
Input Cards Card 1, columns 1-6; File na^^^e.
Card 2, columns 1-2; Line start number.
Card 3, columns 1-2; Pixel start number.
COMMON BLOCKS: Common blocks for the SKIP routine are COMH, LABEL, and




ASNLUN Assign logical unit number. System
GLOSS Close. System
GETADR Get address. System
HDREAD Heavier record r--ad. 3
HDRFLN Header record file name. 3.3







QIO	 Queue I/0.	 System
SKPRD	 Skip read.	 2
CALLED BY: Not applicable.
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4.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL '1 - SKPRD
The SKPRD subroutine controls the reading and writing of the data to be
selected from the full Landsat frame for the skipped image.
CALLINC SEQUENCE: CALL SKPRD(LUNI,LUN2,BUF,BFSZ,EOF,IE,BUFFER,IFRM,HDRADR,
ICCT,LINST,IPIXST)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
LUN1	 I/O	 I	 Logical unit for input tape.
LUN2	 I/1	 I	 Logical unit for output data files.
BUF	 Array	 Byte Buffer for pixel data.
BFSZ	 Process I	 Size of buffer BUF.
EOF	 Process I	 End of file indicator for tape read; if = 1, end of
file is found.
IE	 Process 1	 Error indicator for tape read; if = 0, no error.
BUFFER Array
	
Byte Buffer for reading data from tape to be used by
LDCODE.
IFRM	 Process I	 Format of 'input tape; IFRM = 2 for LANSAT.
HDRADR Process I	 Address of buffer.
ICCT
	
Process I	 The CCT strip number that is being procQssed.
LINST	 Process I	 Start line number for building image.
IPIXST Process I	 Pixel start number for building image.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the SKIP routine is /HIST/. Refer to the





LOCODE Line decode	 4.1.1
SKPWRT Skip write	 4.1.2




ILINE Line number to be read from tape.
LINE	 Line number to write to disk file.
LSS	 Pixel start for CCT strip; always equal 1.
LSE	 Pixel stop for CCT strip; equals number of pixels per scan on
this strip.
IPIXL First pixel to remove from this strip.
IPADD Skip factor to add for pixel skipping; skip factors are 6, 6, 6,
and 7.
LADD	 Skip factor to add for line skipping; and skip factors are 4 and 5.




4.1.2 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - SKPWRT
The SKPWRT routine writes the selected pixels for the skipped image to the
output disk file.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL SKPWRT(LUN2,BUF,INDX,ICHAN,ICCT,LINE)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
LUN2	 I/O	 I	 Logical unit number for output data file.
BUF
	
Array	 Byte Buffer containing pixel data to output.
INDX	 Process I	 Count of number of entries to process from BUF.
ICHAN Process I	 Channel number for data in BUF.
ICCT	 Process I	 The CCT strip number to process.
LINE	 Process I	 Line number to write data in BUF.
FILES:
File	 Usage	 Record format
FILENM.IMD Image data IMDACS data file format.




SKPHST Skip histogram	 4.1.2.1





ICNT Count of number of pixels written to scan line for previous CCT
strips; if ICCT - 1, then ICNT = 0.
OBUF Output buffer to write to the file.
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4.1.2.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL 3 - SKPHST
The SKPHST subroutine computes the histogram for the skip image program.
CALLING SEQUENCE:ENCE: CALL SKPHST(OBUF)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name Usage Type	 Definition
OBUF Array Byte Buffer containing pixel data to write skipped
image data file.
FILE: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for subroutine SKPHST is HIST. Refer to the
driver routine READTP (section 3) for a description of this common block.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.
CALLED BY: The SKPHST subroutine is called by subroutine SKPWRT (see
section 4.1.2).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
I 
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5. SUBSYSTEM 3 - PATCHP
The PATCHP program is the driver for the patch processor and produces analyst
aid statistics for the 32-sample by 32-line pixel patches in a 512-sample by
512-line pixel image file.
CALLING SEQUENCE: Not applicable.
CALLING ARGUMENTS: Not applicable.
FILES :
File	 Usage	 Record format
INPUT	 CARDS Card 1, columns 1-30; File name for header record file =
FILENM.IMH.
Card 2, columns 1-30; File name for image data file =
FILENM.IMD.
FILENM.IMH Input IMDACS image header record file.
FILENM.IMD Input IMDACS image data file.
FILENM.DAT Output Analyst aid statistics file.
HEADER RECORD
Co l umns Format Contents
1 1X Blank.
2-11 1OA1 Scene identification.
12-13 12 Sun angle.
14 I1 Satellite number.
15 Al Latitude direction north or south.
16-19 I4 Latitude degrees.
20-21 12 Latitude minutes.












DATA RECORD - 256 RECORDS, ONE RECORD PER PATCH
Columns Format Contents
1 1X Blank.




29-32 14 Garbled pixel
	
count.
33-36 I4 Cloud	 pixel	 count.
37-40 I4 Water pixel	 count.
41-46 F6.3 LAMA.
47-49 I3 Soil	 line number.









COMMON BLOCK: The common block for program PATCHP is PATCH.
PATCH
Ref ati ve
Name word number Usage
CH	 1-4096	 Array
Type	 Definition
I,A Array dimensioned (1024,4) containing
1024 pixel values for each of 4 chan-
nels belonging to a 32-by-32 parch.
I,A
	
Array dimensioned (1024,4) containing
1024 Kauth-transfori^ied pixel values for
each of 4 channels belonging to a
32-by-32 patch.
Byte	 Array dimensioned (1024) to contain a
flag va l ue for each pixel after
screening algorithm has been performed
on a patch image;
value of 1 = good pixel,
value of 10-29 = water pixel,
value of 30-39 = cloud pixel,
value of 40-49 = garbled pixel.
Real*4 Four-member array contalning mean pixel
value for each good pixel on each of










GAR 9721-9722 Process I*A Count of garbled pixels	 in patch.
CLOUD 9723-9724 Process I*A Count of cloud pixels	 in patch.
WATER 9725-9726 Process I*A Count of water p ixels in patch.
GAM 9727-9730 Process Real Integer form of GAMA.
VEG 9731-9778 Array Real Array dimensioned	 (12)	 to save vege-
tative	 indices.
GIN 9779-9784 Array I*A Array dimensioned	 (3)	 to contain values
for GINS,	 GIN15,	 and GIN30.
IAG 9785-9786 Process I*A Sun angle.
SAT 9787-9788 Process I*A Satellite number.
SLN 9789-9790 P-ocess I*A Soil	 line number.








GAMMA X-STPR depth correction	 5.3
HAZCOR 5.4
HEADER Header process 5.1
OPENS Open System
PATCRD Patch read 5.2
PATRPT Patch report 5.6
VIN Vegetation index 5.5
CALLED BY: Not applicable.
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name	 Definition
IPATC,, Patch number being processed (1-256).
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5.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - HEADER
The HEADER subroutine reads the universal header record from the image header
file. It decodes some information from it, and writes it for the header
record of the output analyst aid statistics file.










Name of IMDACS image header file.
Name of analyst aid statistics output file.
Array to read universal header record into
record 2 of header file.
Sun angle.
Satellite number.
Error indicator; if error is found, set to 1.
FILES: See program PATCHP (section 5) for files information.




CALLED BY: The HEADER subroutine is called by the program PATCHP (see
section 5).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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5.2 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - PATCHRD
The PATCRD subroutine reads four channels of imagery dAta for one patch into
an integer *4 buffer.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PATCRD(LUN,IPATCH,BUF)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
LUN
	
I/O	 I*2	 Logical unit number for IMDACS image data file.
IPATCH Process I*2	 Patch number for which data is desired.
BUF	 Array	 I*2	 (1024,4) dimensioned array for imagery data.
FILES: The PATCRD routine reads the IMDACS image da l:a file (for description,
see PATCHP, section 5).
COMMON BLOCKS: Not applicable.
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.




ILIN Line number within image file where requested patch data starts.
IPIX Pixel number within ILIN where requested patch data starts.
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5.3 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - GAMMA
The subroutine GAMMA computes the X-STAR optical depth parameter.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL GAMMA
CALLING ARGUMENTS: Not Applicable.
FILES: Not applicable.












$SIN	 Sine function	 System




CR	 Sun-angle correction factor; corrects to 52 degrees.
2	 Sun-angle correction applied to each pixel value.
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5.3.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - CALIB
The CALIB subroutine applies calibration constants to the pixel data. The
calibration constants are dependent on the satellite number in the following
way, where LK = the satellite correction constant from which to choose:
LK = -1 for postlaunch Landsat 2
LK = 0 for no correction
LK = 1 for Landsat	 1	 calibration
LK = 2 for prelaunch Landsat 2 (no correction)
LK = 3 for LEC Landsat 3 calibration
LK = 4 for ERIM Landsat 3 calibration





LK	 Process I*2	 Indicates satellite correction constant to choose.
N	 Process I*2	 Number of possible pixel values to be calibrated
equals 1024.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the CALIB subroutine is PATCH (see
section 5).
SUBROUTINE CALLED: Not applicable.





CALFAC Calibration factor array (channel, LK), as follows:
1.040	 1.000	 1.090	 0.820
1.275	 1.141	 1.098	 0.948
1.161	 1.230	 1.246	 1.062
1.137	 1.173	 1.247	 1.126
CALBAS Calibration bias array (channel, LK), as follows:
-5.790	 1.190	 -2.910	 3.010
-1.445	 -2.712	 -2.950	 0.446
0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
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5.3.2 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - MEAN
The MEAN subroutine computes the mean and standard deviation for a requested
channel in the patch image. Only good pixels will be used in the
computations.








Channel for which calculations are requested.
Number of possible pixel values to ise in computa-
tion; equals 1024.
Count of number of pixel values actually used in
computations.
Standard deviation for channel requested.
FILES: Not applicable.






$SORT Square root	 System





S	 Sum of good pixel values.
SS	 Sum of square of good pixel values.
VARI Variance on requested channel.
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5.3.3 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - SCRALL
The subroutine SCRALL uses the Kauth transformation and screens the pixel data
and calculates GINS, GIN15, and GIN30.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL SCRALL(N)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
N	 Process I*2	 Number of pixels to screen equals 1024.
FILES: Not applicable.




$SIN Sine computation System





2	 Screening algorithm test vectors.
CC	 Screening algorithm thresholds.
1 I,JJ	 Screening algorithm pointers.
LL	 Screening algorithm output values.
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5.4 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - HAZCOR
The HAZCOR subroutine applies the XSTAR haze correction that is given to GAMMA
and the Sun angle.
CALLING SEQUENCE:ENCE: CALL HAZCOR
CALLING ARGUMENT: Not applicable.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the HAZCOR subroutine is PATCH (see














COR	 Sun-angle correction factor.
A	 Gain for correction.
B	 Bias for correction.
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5.4.1 UNIT 1, LEVEL 2 - KAUTH
The KAUTH subroutine computes the Kauth Thomas data transformation for the
patch image.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL KAUTH(N)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
N	 Process I*2	 Number of pixels to transform equals 1024.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the KAUTH subroutine is PATCH
(see section 5 for description).
SUBROUTINES CALLED: Not applicable.




















5.5 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - VIN
The subroutine VIN calculate







s a requested vegetative index number. The





2	 Green number	 (-.283*CH1-.660*CH2+.577*CH3+.388*CH4)+5
	








7	 Leaf Area Index - 1.653*CH1/CH2-1.698*CH1/CH3+.093
Simple Form
	














c Transformed Vegetative Index 6




CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL VIN(ID,N)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage	 Type	 Definition
ID	 Process I*2	 One of the 12 identification numbers listed above.
N	 Process I*2	 Number of possible pixel values to use in computa-
tion equals 1024.
FILES: Not applicable.
COMMON BLOCKS: The common block for the VIN subroutine is PATCH (see 	 section





$SQRT Square root System




ICNT Count of pixels used in calculating requested vegetative index.
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5.6 UNIT 1, LEVEL 1 - PATRPT
The PATRPT subroutine formats the analyst aid statistics file and writes a
printer report of the contents.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PATRPT(FILNAi`1)
CALLING ARGUMENTS:
Name	 Usage Type	 Definition
FILNAM Array Byte File name of the analyst aid statistic, file to
be outpit As a report.
FILES: This PATRPT subroutine reads the analyst aid statistics file
documented in section 5.










CALLED BY: The PATRI"T subroutine is called by the driver routine PATCNP
(see section 5).
LOCAL VARIABLES: Not applicable.
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6. POSPP
The post patch processor program POSTPP computes the spatial response function
by regression onto a quadratic surface.
CALLING SEQUENCE: Not applicable.
CALLING ARGUMENTS: Not applicable.
FILES:
File	 Usage	 Record format
FILENM.DAT Analyst aid Statistics file; see PATCHP (section 5) for format.












C(K)	 Raw orthogonal coefficients.
VINH	 Estimated variable value.
R(I,J) Residual computation.
SSR
	 Sum of square residual.
6-1
Name	 Definition
SUM	 Sum of residuals.
RMSE	 Root mean square error.
CN**	 Coefficients for orthogonal polynomials.
SAS**	 Coefficients for simple polynomials.
VAR	 Variable of interest.
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7. REFERENCES
1. Lambeck, P. F.: Implementation of the X-star Haze Correction Algorithm
and Associated Preprocessing Stats for Landsat Data. ERIM IS-PFL-1212.
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APPENDIX A
LISTING OF PATCH PROCESSOR
ORIGINALPO PAGE ISOFFOR QUALITY
FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E 	 14:35:06








0002 COMMON/ PATCH/ CHs KH, FLAG) X,GAA, CLOUD, WATER,GAM,VEG, GIN, IAG,
I SAT, SLN, GAMA
0003 INTEGER+2	 IAG, SAT, CH( 1024, 4), KH( 1024, 4)
0004 _ INTEGER*2 GAR,CLOUD,WATER,GIN(3),SLN
0005 BYTE FLAG(1024)
0006 REAL CAM, X (4) , VEG (12) , GAMA








0010 DO 10	 I=1, 30
0011 IF(IMHNAM(I ). NE. ' 	 ')GO TO
	 10
0012 IMHNAM(I)=0
0013 GO TO 15
0014 10 CONTINUE
0015 15 READ(5,1000)IMDNAM
0016 DO 20 I=1, 30	 `-





C CONSTRUCT NAME OF OUTPUT FILE
	
USE NAME OF IMF FILE BUT
C SUBSTITUTE OAT FOR IMD
C
0021 25 DO 30 1=1,30
0022 FILNA^1(I)=IMCNAM(I)




0027 FI LNAM (I+3)='T'
0028 FILNAM(I+4)=0
0029 IE=O	 _ _
GG30 CALL HEADEL2(It1HNAM, FILNAM, CH(1, 1), IAG, SAT, IE)
0031 I F (I E. NE ".) GO TO 990
„.
C OPEN IMAGE DATA FILE
0032 OPEN(UNIT=1, NAME=IMDNAM, TYPE='OLD', SHARED, READONLY,
1 ACCESE3= DIRFC i ', EZR=900)
C
C LOCP FOR PROCESSING PATCHES
10	 003 --CO 100 IPA7CH=1, 256
9 C WRITE(5,1225)IPATCH_
a	0034 1235 FORMAT(IX, 'PROCESSING PATCH	 ',15)
7	 0035 CALL	 PATCRD( 1, IPATCH, CH( 1, 1) )
6	 OOD6 CALL_ GAMMA




I FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E	 14:35:06	 30-OCT-80	 _	 PAGE_ 2
PATCHP FTN	 /TW-.-DI_OCKS/WR




CALL V IN (4, 1024)
0041 CALL VIN(6,102.4)
0042 CALL VIN(7,1024)
0043 WRITE(2) 1100) IPATCH, (X(I ), I-1, 4), GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GAMA, SLN, VEG(2),
1	 VEG(3), VEG(4). VEG(6), VEG(7), (GIN(I ), I=1T 3)







C	 WRITE PATCH REPORT
C
0048	 CALL PATRPT(FILNAM)
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FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E 	 14:35:22	 30—OCT-80	 _ PAGE
.1
HEADER FTN	 /TO-6LOCKS /WR
0001 SUBROUTINE HEADER( IMHNAM, FILNAM, BUF, IAG, SAT, IE)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL READ THE UNIVERSAL HEADER RECORD
C FROM THE IMH FILE. IT WILL. DECODE SOME INFO AND WRITE IT TO
C AN OUTPUT .DAT FFILE
C
C CALL ARGUMENTS:
C IMHNAM I NAME OF IMH FILE
C FILNAM I NAME OF OUTPUT DATA FILE
C BUF I BUFFER TO USE TO READ HEADER DATA INTO
C IAG 0 SUN ANGLE OF ELEVATION
C SAT 0 SATELLITE NUMBER
C IE 0 ERROR INDICATOR SET TO I FOR ERROR
	






0005	 OPEN (UN IT=1, NAME= IMHNAM,ACCESS='D.IRECT',READONI.Y,
I SHARED, TYPE= 'OLD', ERR=100)
C







0007	 READ(1'2)(BUFSI),I=1,3060)C	 —	 ,





















0019 L.ATM= I WORD
0020 0WORD(1)=0UF(1992)
0021 BWORD(2)=BUF(1991)
0022 LOND:= I WOR D
0023 DW09D(1)=0UF(1994)
+i	 0024 BW0RD(2)=13UF(1993)
w	 0 ,25 LONM=IWORD
9	 0026 CLOSE	 (UN.IT=I)
e
C WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILE
c C





^" e a /^ i- ^ t a PS a
FORTRAN _IV—PLUS V02-51E 	 14 35:22	 30—OCT-00	 PAGE 2
HEADER.FTN	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR	 `—
1 FORM='FORMATTED')
0028	 WRITE (2, 1000) (BUF (I) , I =33, 42) , I AG, SAT, DUF ( 1985) , LATD, LATM,
i BUF( 1990), LOND, LONM, (FILNAPI(I ), I=1, 6)
0029	 1000	 FORMAT(1X, IOA_I, I2, I 1, A1, 14, I2) A1, 14, 12, 2X, 6A1, 44X)
C
C	 CHECK FOR GOOD DATA FROM HEADER
C
0030	 IF(IAG. LT. 15. OR. JAG. GT . 75) IE=1
0031	 IF(SAT. LT. i.00R.—SAT CT 3) IE=1
0032	 I F (I E. E(i. 1) WR I TE (6, 1300) I AG, SAT
0033	 1300	 FOR M AT( 1X, 'ERR OR tN SUN ANG E _',15,2X,'OR IN SATELLITE NUMBER
1 I5)
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OF POOR QUAD, r
FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E







0003 COMMON/PATCH/CH, KH, FLAG, X, GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GAM, VEG, GIN, IAG,
1 SAT, SLN, GAMA
0004 I NTEGER*2	 I AG, SAT, CH ( 1024, 4) , KH ( 10:.4, 4 )
_ 0003 INTEGER*2 CAR, CLOUD, WATER, GIN(3;, SLN
0006 DY'TE FLAT; ( 1024 )
00W REAL GAM, X ( 4) , VEC ( 12) , GAMA
0006 REAL A(4),B(4),COR,ANGRAD
D TYPE 100
0009 100 FORMAT('	 HAZCOR	 DEBUG ON')
0010 GAMA=(GAM-300)/1000
coil IF ( GAMA. GT . 0. 7
	
. OR.	 GAMA. LT. —0. 7)
	 GO TO 333
0012 1 F ( I AG. LT, 15 . OR. 	 I AG. -GT. 75 )















D TYPE	 102, A, B
0027 102 FORMAT('	 HAZCOR A AND B',/
	
8F6. 3)













C333 TYPE 200,	 GAf•1, GAMA, IAG, SAT
0036 200 FORMAT('	 HAZCOR PROCLEMS',
12 * '	 GAM=', 16, /,	 ..,—.—.
i 1 * GAM A=' , FLT. 4,_
to tt IAG=', 16, /,
9 * SAT=', 16, /,
a * '	 CR TO CONTINUE	 S TO STOP')
C ACCEPT 201,IIT
e	 0037 201 FU.rMAT(Al)




FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E	 14:35^38	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 2
___/T _BHAZC	 LOCKS/WRCJ R FTN	 R.
0039	 2100	 FORrIAT(IX,'HAZCDR PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED)
0040	 IF(IIT E3 'S') STOP
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FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 	 14.35.54	 00-OCT-80	 PAGE i
A ,rcRD. TN	 /TR: BLOCKS/WWR
	 -
001 SUBROUTI NE PAT
	 LUN, I A	 U
C
C THIST SUBROUTINE WILL READ ONE CHANNEL Or ONE PATCH IMA GE
C
C CALL A^^UMENTS:
C LUN	 I	 LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER TO READ PATCH INFO
C IPATCH	 I	 PATCH NUMBER REQUESM
C DUF	 0	 BUFFER FOR DATA FROM PATCH
C
0002 BYTE BBUF(2118),BWORD(2)
0003 INTEGER	 I BUF ( 1059) , BUF ( 1024, 4 )
0004 EQUIVALENCE	 l IBUF, BBUF), ( Il•JORD, DWORD)
0005 IWORD=0
C
C CALCULATE RECORD NUMBER FOR FIRST LINE OF PATCH DATA
C ILIN=LINE NUMBER OF IMAGE WHERE PATCH DATA BEGINS






C DO LOOP TO READ 32 LINES OF PATCH
C
001 C' DO	 100 I=1,32
0011 READ(LUN'IREC)IBUF
C
C DO LOOP TO MOVE 32 PIXELS TO OUTPUT DUFFER CONVER •fING TO 1*2
C




























C 2	 GREEN NUMBER
C 3	 ASHBURN VEGITATIOE INDEX
C 4	 PERPENDICULAR IEGITATION INDEX
C 5	 1'RAINSFORMED VEGITATION INDEX 6
	 TVI6
C 6	 TRANSFORMED VEGITATION INDEX 7	 TVI7
C 7	 LEAF AREA INDEX	 SIMPLE FORM
C 8	 LEAF AREA INDEX	 COMPLEX FORM








0005 INTEGER:;2 GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GIN(3), SLN
0006 BYTE FLAG(1024)




Ot)il IF(ID. LT. 1	 . OR.
	 ID. GT. 12) GO TO 333
0012 GO	 TO	 ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, G, 9, 10) 1 1 , 12 ) 	 ID
C
0013 1 CONTINUE
0014 DO	 15	 I=1,N
0015 I F ( FLAG (1) . NE, 11 ) GO TO 15




0020 GO TO 200
0021 2 CONTINUE
0022 DO 20	 I=1, N
0023 I F ( FLAG (I) . NE. 1 D GO	 TO 20
0024 VEGN--. 293*CH(I, I)—. 660*CH(I, 2)+. 577 *CH(I, 3)+. 38a4CH(I, 4)
002 0) VEGN=VEGN+5






0030 GO TO 200
+x	 0031 3	 CONTINUE
ft
	 0032 DO 30	 I =1 , N
+a	 0033 I F (FLAG ( I ) . NE. 1 ) GO TO 30
9	 0034 VEGN=2*CH(I,4)—CH(I,2)












VIN. FTN	 /TR-,BL, OCKS/WR	 —' —_	 '°—	 —	 ^__,___.
0039 GO TO 200
0040 4
 CONTINUE
0041 DO 40	 1-1,N
_ 0042 I F ( FLAG (I) . NE. 1) GO TO 40
0043 VEGN=ADS (	 38425* (2. 4*CH (I, 4) -CH (I, 2)) )




_	 0048 GO TO 200
0049 5 CONTINUE
	 r
0050 00	 50	 I=1,N
0051 IF(FLAG(I).NE.1)GO TO
	 50




0056 GO TO 200
0057 6 CONTINUE
0058 _ DO 60 I-1, N _
0059 I F ( FLAG (I) . NE. 1) GO TO 60
0060 VEGN=SGRT(ADS((2*CH(I, 4)-CH(I, 2)) /(2*CH(I, 4)+CH(I, 2))+0. 5) )




0065 GO TO 200
0066 7 CONTINUE
0067 DO 70 I =1, N
	 —'
_ 0068 IF(FLAG(I).NE.1)GO TO 70




0073 GO TO 200
0074 B CONTINUE
0075 DO 00	 .=1,N 
0076 T0_90
0077 VEGN=2. 677	 - 3. 694	 CH (I, 1) /CH (1, 2 )
_ -	 2.:309 ,^CH(1, 1)/C H (1, 3)
* +	 2. 1775*CH( I, 1 ) /CH( 1, 4)
* +	 0.043l'CH(I,2)/CH(I,3)









+z	 0031 GO TO X00	 —`
it
	 0082 9 _CONTINUE_
io	 0003 DO 90	 I =1, N
9	 00,94 I F ( FLAG (1) . NE. 1) GO TO 90
s	 0085 VEGN=2*CH(I, 4)/CH(I, 2)
0026 VEG (9) ='JE(; (9) +VEGN
R^ 0037 ICNT=ICNT+1








VIN. F PN	 /TR: BLOCKS/WR
089 GO TO 200
0090 10 CONTINUE
0091 1)0	 100	 I - L, N
0092 I F (FL AG (I) . NE. 1) GO TO
	 100




0097 GO TO 200
0098 11 CONTINUE
0099 DO	 110	 I=1,N	 —
0100 IF(FLAG(I ). NE. 1 )GO TO
	 110




0105 GO TO 200
0106 12 CONTINUE
0107 GO TO 200
0109 333 WRITE (6, 334 )
	
ID




_	 all", Z00 IF(ICNT.NE.0)VEG(ID)=VEG(ID)/ICNT
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TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED - 045334 9582
TT17 C320, 40]A. 3/-SP-SYO: C320r 40JVIN
A-19
OF POOR Q'U^,.
f FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E 	 14.36:42	 PAGE 1




0002 CDMMO N/PATCH/CH, KH, FLAG, X, GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GAM, VEG, GIN, IAG,
1 SAT, SLN, GAMA
0003 INTEGER*2	 IAG, SAT, CH( 1024, 4), KH( 1024, 4)
0004 INTEGER *2 GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GIN (3) , SLN
0005 BYTE FLAG(3024)
0006 REAL GAM, X (4) , VEG (12) , GAMA
C GAMMA COMPUTES THE XSTAR OFTICAL DEPTH PARAMETER GAMMA
C IAG IS SUN ELEVATION ANGLE IN DEGREES
C GMA IS THE HAZE PARAMFTER OUTPUT
0007 REAL	 AA, BB) CC, DD) XX(4), Y(5), L(4), ANG, S
C. ................
C........ .............
D I,RITE(6, 16)	 IAG, SAT
0008 16 FORMAT('	 GAMA _	 IAG= 1 ,I5,'	 SAT=',I5)
0009 IF(IAG	 .LT.	 t5	 OR.	 IAG	 .GT.	 75)	 GO TO 333
0010 IF ( SAT . LT.	 –2 . OR.	 SAT . GT.	 3)	 GO TO 333


















D WRITE(6, 17)	 X





00"q AA=1. 6078* (Z (1) –61.9) * (–O. b995 )
00;J'i AA=-AA+1. 0910* (Z (2) –66. 2) a:0. 42(33
0035 AA=AH+0.9358*((Z(3)-83.2)*0.0759
0036 AA=AA-0.5981*(Z(4)-33 ?)#0.0408
0037 88=-1. 2680* (Z (1)-61. 9) *0. 599.5	 —~
0038 1?9=00+1.0445+1(7.(2)-66	 2)10. 4283
0039 B13=13D+O. 9142* (Z (3) –83. 2) 4 . 0. 0759
t	 0040 03=130-0. 7731. (Z(-l)-33. 9)10 	 0408
0	 0041 CC--Z(1)*0.13993+Z(2)*0. ,1283+Z(3)+10.0759—Z(4)*0.0400+11.2082
9	 0042 DD= BB*13B -2.0 *AA*CC






OF FOOR t,;;., . s"
FORTRAN 1V-PLUS V02-51E	 14:36:42	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 2
GAMMA.FTN	 /TR BLOCKS/WR
0046	 2020 FORMA F (// ,	 GAMMA	 F8. 4,
0047	 RETURN
0048	 333	 TYPE 8, IAG, SAT, NN
0049	 8	 FORMAT('	 PROBLEMS	 TAG-', I6, '	 SAT-', I6, '	 NN_-', I6,
+	 /,'	 S TO STOP	 CR TO CONTINUE',IOX,'GAMMA')







0053	 GO TO 1
0054	 END
A-21
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FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02- 51E
	14:36 42
	 30-OCT- 90	 PACE 4
GAMMA FTN	 /TR.DLOCKS/WR
TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED a 044146 9267
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C KAUTH COMPUTES THE KAUTH THOMAS TRANSFORMATION
0001	 SUBROUTINE KAUTH(N)
0002	 IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 (A—S)
0003	 COMMON/PATCH/CH,AHP FLAG, )(o CAR, CLOUD, , WATER, CAM, VEG, GIN, IAG,
I SAToSLNoGAMA
0004	 INTEG5R*2 IAG, SAT, CH( 1024s4),KH(1024o4)
0005	 INTEGER*2 GAR,CLOUDjWATERpGIN(3)#5LN
0016	 BYTC FLAG(1024)
0007	 f REAL CAM, X(4)iVEG(12)#LAMA
0008	 REAL KHC(4)
0009	 R—F-Z R(4,4)
0010DATA R	 332, 603, 676-263,
C	 23:1,— 660, 577, 38e,
C	 :-_900, 429, 076,— 040,
C	 016,-131',—Z-4-52i 8132/
0	 WRITE (6,66) R
0_t1	 66 	 _'kW_UfH_'MATRIX'j/p4('	 4F6, 4s
0012	 DO 100 I -I.N




0016	 KH( 1, 1 )-1 IFIX(KHC(l )-29 5)
0017	 KH ( 1. 2) -1 IF I X (4 HC (2) —29. 5)
0018	 IF(KH(1,2)	 LT 0) KH(J,!)-KH(I,21-1
0019	 KH(1I,3)-IIFIX(KHC(3)-219 5)
0020	 IF(KH(1)3)	 LT 0) KH(lo3)-KH(Io3)—I
0021	 KH(1)4)-IIFIX(KHC(4)-29 5)















































































































+3CRALL. FTN	 /TR: BLOCKS/WR
	
-
C SUBROUTINE SCRALL KAUTP TRANSFORMS AND SCREENS CH DATA
C
C COMPILE WITH THE C0;50 SWITCH.
C
0001 SUBROUTINE SCRALL(N)
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER	 (A—Z)
0003 COMMON/PATCH/CH, KH, FLAG, X, GAR, CLOUD. WATER, CAM, VEG, GIN, IAG,
1 SAI , SLN, LAMA
0004 INTEGER*2 IAG, SAT, CH( 1024, 4) , KH( 1024, 4 )
0005 INTEGER*2 GAR, CLOUD, WATER, GIN(3), SLN
0006 BYTE FLAG(1024)
0007 REAL GAM, X (4) , VEG (12) , GAMS+,
0008 REAL R(4,4),ZZ,C,Z(4,19>,RR(4,4),Y(4),CC(19)
0009 INTEGER	 II(19 ),JJ(l?),LL121),XX(4),T
0010 INTEGER*4 I4
0011 _INTEGER*2	 SSN
0012 DATA RR/. 33231, . 60316s. 67581, . 26278,
C -. 28317, -. 66006, . 57735, . 38833,
C -. 89952.  42830, . 07592, -. 04080.
C -. 015S^ 4, , 13068, -. 45187, . 88232/
0013 DATA Z/0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 1. 0,
C 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, -1. 00
C -. 09375+ 0.'0, 1. 0, 0. 0,
C -. 1875, O. 0, -1. 0, 0. 0,
C -0. 1, -1. 00 0. 00 0. Of
C 0. 555556, 1. 00 0. 0, 0. 0,
C -0. 83333333, 1. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0,
C 1. O, 0. 0, 0. o, 0. 0,
C -. 100. 0,-1.000. o,
C 1. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0,
C -0. 142857, 0. 0, -1. 0, 0. 0,
C -1. 0, 0. 00 0. o, 0. 0,
C -. 0675,-l. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0,
C 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, -1. 01
C O. O. -1. 00 0. 0, -1. 0,
C -. 51 -1. 0, -1. 0, -0. 5,
C -. 4, 1. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0,
C -0. 4, 1. 0, -0. 6, -0. 6,
C -1. 0, 0. 4, 0. 0, 0. 0/
0014 DATA	 CC/16. , 12. , -4. , 14. , 20. , 156. , -B. , 100. , 7. 5, 69. , 3. 25,
C -75.,0.5,-1.5,4.5,-10.,-12.2,-9.,-37.75/
0015 DATA	 11 /2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 10, 12, 12, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 60, 20, 20/




C 4* GARBLED; 34.33 CLOUD; 	 32,31 HAZE
C 2* WATER;	 1* SHADOW,	 11 OVER WATERS	 1 GOOD.
+= C
++ D TYPE 808








OF PO "' "" -Ty





0027 600 IF( IAG. LT. 15. OR. IAG. GT . 80 ► TYPE 101. SEG, DATE
0028 101 FORMAT('	 INPUT SUNANGLE FOR',I6. 	 3.'	 SCRALL')
0029 IF( IAG. LT. 15. OR. IAG. GT. SCI) ACCEPT 201	 , IAG
0030 201 FORMA'f(I2)
0031 ZZ-IAG/57.3
0032 IF( ZZ. LT. 0. 1)	 ZZ-0. 907
0033 C-0.77713/SIN(ZZ)
D TYPE 990, IAG, C
D WR I TE ( 8, 1?rO)	 IAG, C
0034 IF	 (C. LT. 0.	 `	 TYPL 990, IAG. C
0035 IF	 (C. LT, 0. 9)	 RETURN
0036 990 FORMAT("	 C	 ',14,F10.4) 
0037 DO 100 K-1. N






D IF (K. EG. 1) TYPE	 995,X
0044 995 FORMAT('	 X	 ',415)
0045 DO 6 1-1,4
0046 DO 6 J-1,4
0047 6 Y(I)-Y(I)+XX(J)*RR(J,I)
0048 I SN-Y (2) +. 5
0049 I F ( I SN. LT. SSN) SSN- I SN
0050 98 DO 66 1-1,4
0031 66 Y(I)-Y(	 )*C	 ! SUN ANGLE	 RR C	 ON
0052 L-1
0053 1 CONTINUE
D IF(K. LT. 3)	 TYPE 996, L, T, U, CC (L)
D I F (K. LT. 20)	 WRITE (8, 996)	 L, T, U, CC (L) . Y
0054 996 FORMAT( '	 ' , 14, I 4, 5F 10. 4, F10. 4)
0055 I F (L. LE. 21) T=LL (L )
0056 IF(L	 GE.	 20) GO TO 99
0057 U-0.
0058 DO 7 I-1.4
0059 7 U-U+Y (I) *Z (I , L )
0060 IF(U . LT.	 CC(L))	 GO TO 3
0061 L-JJ(L)
0062 GO TO 1
0063 3 CONTINUE
0064 L-II(L)
0065 GO TO 1
0066 99 FLAG(K)-T
^z	 0067 IF(T. EQ. 1) ICNT-ICNT+1
i	 0068 IF (T. GE. 40. AND. T. LE. 49) GAR-GAR+1
0069 IF %T. GE. 30. AND T. LE. 39) CLOUD=CLOUD+i
0070 I F (T. GE. 10. AND. T. LE. 29) WATER WATER+i
e	 0071 I F (T. NE. 1) GO TO 100
7	 0072 IF(Y(2). GE. 25. )GIN(3)-GIN(3)+1
6	 0073 IF(Y(2). GE. 10. )GIN(2)-GIN(2)+1
!	 0074 IF(Y(2).GE.0)GIN(1)=GIN(1)+1
A-29






	 /TR: BLOCKS: WR	 i
0075' 100 CONTINUE
0076	 SLN-SSN
0077	 I F (SLN. LT. -10) SLN--1 O
0078
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^^- THII PROGRAM WILL READ A TAPE IN LANDlAT(l,d),UNIVERIAL,
C AND I.ARSYS FORMAT.	 WHILUTME TAPE IS REAR, TM DATA I
C SELECTED IN A SKIPPED PIXEL AND LINE PATTERN TO FOR14 A




C DFSZ- DUFFER SIZE IN BYTES
C BUF- 7'4AGE DATA BUFFER
C
002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
0002 REAL FLAT, FLONO, NLi T, NLONO
0004 REAL	 114, H5, H6. H7
0005 LOOICAL*l DUFFER(3280),SCNID ► DWORD(2),ANS,
+	 *	 FILEN(6),FLNIMD(16),FLNIMH(16).MISNO(2),BUF(650)
0006 DIMENSION IPRM(6),UIFHR(1536)
0007 COMMON/COMH/ST, SE, LS, LE, NOCHAN, NOSAMP. SCNIG(12), SUNEL,
+	 SUNAZ, SNSHD, NREV, EXYR, EXDAY, DAY, HR, MIN,





0010 DATA UIFHR/1. 512, 1, 512, 1. 512, 1, 512, 3, 4, 1, 2, 1, 1.
+	 1, It 4, It 2, 3, 196, 2, 16+0, 15861, -157290
+	 15661, -15729, 15861, -15729, 15861,
+	 -15729, 15861. -1 3729. 15861. -15729,
+	 15861, -15729, 15861, -15729, $ , 427, 1.
	 .
+	 3*0, 4, 257, 257, 10*0, 512. 1039, 1, 2, 1459*0/
0011 DATA BFSZ/4000/WLD/"0400/,LUN1/l/.LUN2/2/,INIT/0/
0012 DATA	 FLNIMH/'	 ',	 '	 ', '	 '. '	 ', '	 ', '	 ', '	 ', ' I', 'M', 'H',
+	 00 0, 01 0. 0, 0/
+	 FLNIMD/'	 ,,	 ,	 ,,	 ,	 ., ,	 .,	 .	 ,, ,	 ,,	 'I', 'M's ,D,#




0013 4 FORMAT(/, 1X, 10('*' ), /, '•ERROR- 	 ',	 5. 'AT-	 '.
+	 3A2, /, 1X, 10('')>
014 5 FORMAT(I3)
0015 6 FORMAT(lX, 10('+► ' ), /, '* REPLACE MOUNTED TAPE WITH NEXT
+	 'TA	 N $EOU N	 '. /. 1X. i	 ('*') )
0016 7 FORMAT(lAl)
0017 CALL ASNLUN (3, ' TT' , 0 )
C
C INITIALIZING HISTOGRAMS TO ZERO
C



















K	 . / R: DL	 8 R
A ( , 1	 )TlrgN1
0025 1000	 FORMAT(6A1)-
C CREATING T4E NAME OF THE FILES TO DE WRITTEN





C READ START LINE AND 	 TART PIXEL
C




C THIS ROUTINE WILL REAB THE HeA02A OF TREMAOTAPE
C
CALL	 A	 (H	 A	 U	 )
0034 CALL 0I0(112400,LUN1)
CALL HDREAD(i.UNl, 	 M, Fl ',#	 , BFSZ, OF, PC, IE, BUFFCR, INS, HDRADR,
C
CHEd:%ING FOR ERRORS DUIR NG TAPE HAD
C CHECKING FOR END OF FILE
0036 I F (I E. NE. 0) GOTO 40
C WRITE THE HEADER -IN IMDACS FORMAT
0037 CALL HDRFLN(LUN2,FLNIMH,UIFHR,SUNEL,FLAT,FLONG)
C OPEN THE IMAGE DATA FILE
0038 OPEP',(UNIT-LUN2, NAME-FLNIMD, TYPE-'NEW', FORM-'UNFORMATTED',
+	 ACCESS-'DIRECT',RECORDSIZE-640)
C
C CALL SKPRD PROGRAM C •'CE FOR EACH CCT STRIP
C
0039 DO 100 ICCT-1,4
0040 CALL SKPRD(LUN1, LUN2, DUF, DFSZ, EOF, IE, DUFFER, IFRM, HDRADR, ICCT,
1 LINST, IPIXST)
0041 I F (I E. NE. 0) GO TO 40
I	 ( ICCT.	 0. 4)	 TO 5
0043 IF( ICCT. NE. 2)GO TO 60
C
C
C INFORM THE OPERATOR TO MOUNT THE NEXT TAPE IF IT EXISTS
C
It C
if	 0044 CALL 020("240O,LUN1)
0045 WRITE (3, 6 )
s	 0046 35 READ(3,7)ANS
0047 I F (ANS. NE . ' C ') GOTO 35
0048 CALL 0I0("2400,LUN1)
• C





	 14:30:53	 30-OCT-00	 PACE 3
SKIP.. ;^7TN	 /TR: BLOCKB/WR
0-044	 40	 CALL HDR AD(LUNI I FRM, BUFF R. 	 . P	 N9. NRRAW.
IF(IE. NE. 0)GO TO 4






0053	 WRITE (6, 4) I E, NAMi
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00 1 SUBROUTINE SKPR ( LUN 1, LUN2. UF, 	 S	 U	 M, H	 A	 .
1	 ICCT, LINST, IPIXST)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL READ THE LINES OF DATA FROM THE LANDSAT TAPE
C AND SELECT THEPIXELS TO WFITI TO THE FILE.
C
ALL ARGUMENTS: 
C LUN1	 LOGICAL UNIT OF TAPE DRIVE
C LUN2	 LOGICAL UNIT OF IMAGE DATA FILE
C BUF	 BUFFER FOR DATA RETURNED FROM LOCODE
C BFSZ	 SIZE OF BUF
C EOF	 END OF FILE INDICATOR FROM LDCODE =1 FOR EOF
C IE	 ERROR INDICATOR -1 FOR ERROR
C BUFFER	 BUFFER FOR LDCODE TO READ TAPE RECORD INTO
C IFRM	 FORMAT OF TAPE -2 FOR LANDSAT
C HDRADR	 ADDRESS OF BUFFER
C ICCT	 STRIP NUMBER CURRENTLY PROCESSING
C LINST	 START LINE POR SKIPPED IMAGE
C IPIXST	 START PIXEL FOR SKIPPED IMAGE
C
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A—Z)
0003 REAL FLAT, FLONG, NLAT, NLONG, H4, H5, H6, H7
0004 PYTE BUF(! ), DUFFER (! ), SCNID
0005 DIMENSION LADD(2),IPADD(4)
0006 COMMON /HIST/H4(256),H5(256),H6(256),H7(256)
0007 COMMON/COMH/ST, SE, LS, LE, NOCHAN, NOSAMP, SCNID(12).
1 SUNEL, SUNAZ, SNSHD, NREV, EXYR, EXDAY, DAY, HR, MIN.
2 SEC, SEGNO (2) , FLAT, FLONG, NLAT, NLONG









0017 IF( ICCT. NE . 1 )GO TO 10
01 IPIX1-1	 IX T
0019 ISTRT-1
C DO LOOP FOR READING LINES FROM TAPE
C
OU20 10 DO 100 I-1,256
0021 DO 100 11-1,2 
0022 LINE=LINE+1
0023 DO 80 ICHAN-1,4
0024 CALL LDCODE(LUN1, IFRM, BUFFER, BFSZ, ILINE, ICHAN, LSS, LSE,
u 1	 BUF, EOF, PC, IE, INIT)
it
	 0025 I F (EOF. EG . 1) GO TO 900
io	 0026 IF(IE. EG. 0)GO TO 20
•	 0027 WRITE(6.1200)ILINE.ICCT
•	 0028 1200 FORMAT(1X,'ERROR ON TAPE READ OF DATA FOR LINE', 15,
1	 ' FOR CCT STRIP', I3)
•	 0029 GO TO 90













DO LOOP TO SELECT PIXELS FROM LINE
0032 DO 65 J-1, 35









C MOVED ALL DATA TO DE USED FROM THIS LINE AND CHANNEL
C
0041 70 CALL SKPWRT ( LUN2, BUF, INDX, ICHAN, ICCT, LINE),
0042 80 CONTINUE
C













0030 CALL LDCODE ( LUN1, IFRM, DUFFER, BFS2, ILINE, ICHAN, LSS, LSE, BUF,
1 EOF, PC, IE, INIT)
0051 I F (EOF. NE. 1) GO TO 910
0032 RETURN
C
C ERROR ENCOUNTERED EOF IN ZA A SET
C
0053 900 WRITI'c(6, 1000) ICCT, ILINE
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ORIGINAL PAGE 1 3
OF POOR QUALITY
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E	 14:31:11	 30-OCT-80	 _PAGE 4
SKPRD.FTN	 /TR:DLOCKS/WR
i
FUNCTIONS AN5 SUBROUTINES REFERENCEIS
LDCODE GKPWRT
TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED a 011734 2542
NO FPP INSTRUCTIONS GENERATED
, TT17. C320, 403A. D/-SP-SYO: 0320, 403SKPRD
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY
FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E	 14:31:31	 30--OCT-80
	
PAGE 1
KPWR N	 / LDR 0 K /W 
300 1 , SUBROUTINE SK W	 U 2,	 t,+ ,	 N	 A
C
THIS ROUTINEWILL FILL THE OUTPUTAND WRITE TH E
C DATA TO THE IMAGE FILE FOR THE SKIP IMAGE PROCESSOR.
C CALL ARGUMENTS:
z— LUN2	 LOGICAL UNIT FOR THEMA
C BUF	 BUFFER CONTAINING DATA TO INPUT TO BUFFER
C INDX	 COUNT OF NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN BUF TO PROCESS
C ICHAN	 CHANNEL NUMBER TO PROCESS
C ICCT	 STRIP NUMBER
C LINE	 LINE NUMBER TO WRITE
C




C CHECK TO SEE IF FIRST CCT SCI INITIALIZE ANCILLARY DATA
0005 IF(ICCT.EQ,4)INDX1-512—ICNT
0006 IF( ICCT. EQ. 4. AND. INDX1. LT. INDX) INrX-INOX1 	 —^+
0007 IF( ICCT. NE . 1 )GO TO 10
0008 I F (I CHAN. NE . 1) GO TO 20
0009 ICNT-0








C IF NOT CCT STRIP 1 READ DATA WRITTS FOR STRIP 1
C
00 15 1 ( CHAN.	 3. 1) EA (LUN2'L N ) BUF
C
C DO LOOP FOR ;NSERTING DATA INTO PROPER PART OF OBU F
C




C IF CHANNEL IS 4 WRITE DATA BACK TO FILE
0020 IF(ICHAN.EQ.4)WRITEtLUN2'LINE)ODUF
C IF LINE'IS LAST LINE UPDATE ICNT
0021 IF(LINE. EQ. 512. AND. ICHAN, E3 4)ICNT-ICNT+INDX
+:
if C IF LAST CCT AND CHAN 4 .:OMPUTE HISTOGRAM
to C





V : e w
ORIGINAL NA.' . I a
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0002 BYTE 0 U (1
0003 COMMON /HIST/s 44(256), H5 (256), H6(256), H7(266)
C ADD TO PROPER HISTOGRAM
0004 DO 100 1-1,512 
0005 INDX1- DUF(70+
	
). AN . "
0006 INDX2-08UF(582+I).AND.11377




































-^- PROGNAM AEA DTP
C
C THIS PROGRAM WILL READ A TAR IR LAN	 A	 i,	 ), UN V	 AL.
C AND LARSYS FORMAT,	 WHILE THE TAPE IS READ, THE DATA IS
X RACTED
	
N 'FA	 H SOF	 PIXELS
	
Y 32 LINES .
C SIXTEEN PATCHES PER FULL FRAME LINE, OR A TOTAL OF 206
PATCHES P F ER FULL FRAME ARE EXTRACTEDWITH RESPECT TO A
C NOMINAL POINT.
C LOCAL VARIABLES:
C BFSZ- DUFFER SIZE IN BYTES
BUFn IMAGE DATA BUFFER
C DELTAL- THE CHANGE IN CENTER POINT LINE
i^ C DELTAP- THE CHANGE IN CENTER POINT PIXEL•
C IE- ERROR FLAG
C INCL- STARTING LINE INCREMENT FOR EACH ROW OF P&TCHN
C INCP- STARTING PIXEL INCREMENT FOR.EACH ROW OF PATCHES
C INITL- STARTING LINE NUMBER TO DE USED FOR EXTAACTING 7MAGERY DATA
C INITP- STARTING PIXEL NUMBER TO ^E USED FOR EXTRACTINu IMAGERY DATA
C NOML- ►4UMINAL CENTER POINT LINE
C NOMP- NOMINAL CENTER POINT PIXEL
C NPOINT- (ARRAY) NOMINAL CENTER POINT IN DEC.
C PSIZE- THE NUMBER OF PIXELS ON A SIDE OF PATCH (32,64,128,256)
C STARTL- THE LINE TO START EXTRACTING FROM
C STARTP- THE FIRST PIXEL TO EXTRACT DURING PATCH
C EXTRACTION FROM FULL FRAME
C STOPP- THE LAST PIXEL TO EXTRACT DURING PATCH_
C EXTRACTION FROM FULL FRAME
C STRIPC- THE VALUE "SEQUENCE NUMBER" OF CCT
C
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER 	 (A--Z)
0003 REAL FLAT, FLONG, NLA T, NLONG, DELTAL, DELTAP, P ,
+	 H4, H5, H6, H7
0004 LOGICAL*l DUFFER(3280),SCNID,DWORD(2),PIXDUF(2118),ANS,
+	 FILEN ( 6), FLNIMD(16), FLNIMH(i.'-. 1 , MTSNO ( 2), BUF(4000)
0005 LOGICAL*1 DELL(4),TSTATB(4)
0006 DIMENSION NPOINT(2),IPRM(6),OCT(2),UIFHR(1536),ISTAT(2)
0007 EQUIVALENCE (OCTAL,, BWORD), ( ISTATD, ISTAT)
0008 COMMON /COMH/ST, SE, LS, LE, NOCHAN, NOSAMP SCNID ( 12). SUNEL,
+	 SUNAZ, SNSHD, NREV, EXYR, EXDAY. LAY, HR, MIN,




0011 BATA UIFHR/1, 512, 1, 512, 1, 512, 1, Sit, 3. 4, 1, 2, 1, 1,
+	 1, 1, 4, 1, 2, 3, 196, 2, 16*0, 15861, -157291
+	 1,51361,-15729,15861,-15729,15861,
+	
-15729. 15861. -15729, 15861. -15729.
+ e	 15861,-157 9, i 5A6 t . -15729, 1, 427, 1.
o +	 3*0, 4, 257, 257, 10*0, 512, 1059, 1.2. 1459*0/
•	 0012 DATA DFSZ/4000/,WLD/"0400/,LUN1/i/,LUN2/2/,INIT/O/.
• +	 PIXBUF/2118*0/,DELL/"007,"007,"007,"007/
0013 DATA	 FLNIMH/'	 ',	 '	 ', '	 '.	 '	 '. '	 ',	 '	 '#-'. ', ' I'. 'M', 'H',
+,	 ,j	 , o	,	 , o	,	 , i	 ,	 , o	 ,	
'00/,
+	 FLNI MD/ '	 , o ,	 ,, ,	 ,+ ,	 , I ,	 , ,	 , o :,
	







A	 TN	 /T : L K / •





0014 1 FORMAT(17X, 15, /, 19X, I5, /, 12X, 13, /, 10X, 6A1, /, 11X, I
	 ,
+	 /, 15X, 14, to 19X, 14, /, 16X, 14, /, 20X, 14)
0015 4 FORMAT(/, 1X, 10('*' ), /, '• ERROR-	 ', I5, 'AT=	 ',
+	 3A2, /, 1X, 10( 'M'') )
0016 5 FORMAT(I3)
0017 6 FORMAT(1X,10('*'),/,lX,4Al,'* REPLACE MOUNTED TAPE WITH NEXT
+	 'TAPE IN SEQUENCE', /, 1X, 10('r') )
0019 0 FORMAT(1X,' • DAD PATCH SIZE')
C
C INITIALIZING HISTOGRAMS TO ZERO
.
0019 DO 10 L=1,256










C READING THE NOMINAL POINT TO DE USED IN EXTRACTION OF DATA AS THE
C REFERENCE POINT FROM THE PARAMETER FILE,
002E OPEN(U!'1IT•3, NAME='RPARAM. DAT', TYPE='OLD' )
0027 READ(3, 1, ERR=43, END=9999)NPOINT, VERSN, FILEN, PSIZE,
+	 INCL, INITL, INCP, INITP
0.028 CLOSE(UNIT-3)	 A
C
C CHECK FOR PATCH SIZE TO DE USED FOR PATCH IMAGE CONSTRUCTION
C
0029 IF ( PSIZE. EG . 32. OR. PSIZE. EQ. 64) GOTO 12
0030 IF(PSIZE. E0..129. OR. PSIZE. EQ. 256)GOTO
	 12





C CREATING THE NAME OF THE FILES TO DE WRITTEN
C





_ C THIS ROUTINE WILL READ THE HEADER OF THE IMAGE TAPE
C
0 0038 CALL GETADR(HDRADR,DUFFER)
• 0039 CALL 0I0("2400,LUN1)
• 0040 CALL HDREAD(LUNI# IFRM, DUFFER, DFSZ, EOF, PC, IE, DUFFER, INS, HDRADR, ISS)
C
C CHECKING FOR ERRORS DURING TAPE READ




FORTRAN IV-PLUG V02-51E	 14:20!21	 30-OCT-90	 PAGE 3
A	 N	 /TR: BLOOK-9/W
0241 I F ( 19. NE. 0) ¢OTO 40
C SUILD THE HEADER FILE NAME AND THE IMAGE DATA FIE NAME
0042 CALL INTOCT(EXDAY,OCTAL)














CALL HDRFLN (LUN2, FLN I MH, U I FHR, SUNEL, FLA , LON )
- C OPEN THE IMAGE DATA FILE
C
0053 OPEN(UNIT-LUN2,NAME-FLNIMD,TYPE-'NEW'. 	 RM-'UNFORMATTED',
+	 ACCESS-'DIRECT',RECORDSIZE-640)
C
C FILL THE ENTIRE FILE WITH ZEROS
' .0
0054 D,'	 M-1,512
0055 Wk 	 it:(LUN2 ' M)PIXDUF
'0056 16 CONTINUE
C DETERMINE IF THE IMAGE TAPE IS DIFFERENT FROM THE HDT FULL FRAME
C





C THIS ROUTINE WILL BUILD A PATCH FRAME IMAGE USING HDT FULL FRAM
C SIZE IMAGES
C
0060 CALL HDT(l.UN1, LUN2, BUF, BFSZ, NPOINT, FLNIMD, EOF, IE,
+	 BUFFER, I VRM. ISS, TN IT, STR M, PSI ZE, INCL, INITL,r
+	 INCP,INITP)
0061 IF(IE. NE. 0)GOTO 40
0062 I F ( STRI )' ^.. 6. 4) GOTO 50
0063 IF(EOF. E0. 1 )CALL HDREAD(LUN1, IFRM, 	 UFF-R, BFSZ,	 OF,
+	 PC, IE, DUFFER, INS, HDRADR, ISS)
0064 I F (I E. NE. 0)'GOTO 40
0065 ASSIGN 20 TO PROCES
0066 I F (EOF. E0. i) GOTO 35
0067 INIT-0
•	 0068 0010 20
C









A T	 N	 / BLOCKS/ WR
UILDPATCH




0071 CALL LANSAT(LUNI, LUN2, DUF, RPOZ, WOW, FLNIM	 , buirill,
+	 ,IFRM, ISS, INIT, STRIPC, PSIZE,INCLL, INIT:,_,,,_
+	 INCP,INITP)
2072 I F (I E. NE. Q) GOTO 40
0073 IF(STRIPC,E0.4)GOTO 50
0074 IF(EOF. E0. 1 )GALL. HDRE6D(LUN1, IFRM, DUFFER, DFSZ, EQF, PC, IE,
+	 DUFFER, INS, HDRADR, ISS)
0075 IF(IE. N[. O)GOTO 40 '
0076 ASSIGN 30 TO PROCES
_ I F (EQF, E0. 1) COTO 35
—^079 INITnO
0079 GOTQ 3Q r
C




0081 CALL WTOIO( "2540, LUN1, 1, ,ISTAT, AST)





C CHECK TO SEE IF DATA TAPE IS READY
C
0085 CALL. WTQIO( "2520, LUN1, 1, . ISTAT, IDS)
0086 I F ( I STATD (4) . NE. "044) GOTO :7
0087 CALL WAIT ( 15000, 1, M )
0080 INITwO
0089 CALL HDREAD(Lt;N1, TFRM, DUFFER, DFSZ, EOF, PC, IE,












C CLOSE THE IMAGE DATA FILE
C
rt	 0097 CLOSE (UN I T-1.UN2 )
r+	 0098 CALL 010( "2400, LUN1 )
ro C
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FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E•	_ 14:21:00	 30-OCT-00
	
PAGE 1
LANSAT. FTN	 /TR: BLOCKS/WR
0001 SUD OUTIN	 LAN AT(LUN1, LUN2, 	 U	 FSZ, NPO NT,	 LN MD, E U	 ,
+	 IFRM, SS, INIT, STRIPC, PSIZE, INCL, INITL, INCP,
C
+	 INITP)
C THIS ROUTINE WILL EXTRACT PATCH IMAIiES FROM THE FULL FRAME IMAGE;
C PROCESSING TAKING PLACE ONE STRIP OF CCT AT A TIME.
	 IT WILL
C FURTHER BUILD A PATCH FRAME IMAGE 16 PATCHES BY Ik PATCHES. EACH









C BLOCKN- THE BLOCK NUMBER
` C ENDCCT- A PARAMETER FOR READING THE END OF THE FILE
C LCOUNT- THE LINE COUNTER FOR THE PATCH IMAGE
C LEND- THE ENDING LINE WITHIN THE FULL FRAME
C LSTART- THE STARTING LINE WITHIN THE FULL FRAME
C NPATCH- THE NUMBER OF PATCHES ON A SIDE OF A PATCH.IMAGE
C PATCH- THE CURRENT PATCH NUMBER
C PIXELS- THE PIXEL LOCATION IN PIXDUF
C PTCH- A FLAG TO INDICATE THAT THE PATCH COI INTER HAS
C SAVEP- THE LAST PATCH PROCESSED ON PREVIOUS CCT
C STARTP- THE STARTING PIXEL LOCATION IN ^ATCH EXTRACTION
C STOPP- THE LAST PIXEL LOCATION IN PATCH EXTRACTION
C BEEN READJUSTED
C
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
0003 LOGICt%L NEXTL, NEXTP, PTCH






. 0008 EQUIVALENCE (BLOCKB,BLOCKN)
0009 COMMON/COMH/ZT, SE, LS, LE, NOCIiAN, NOSADIP, SCNID(12),
+	 SUNEL, SUNAZ, SNSHD, PU7;=V, EXYR, EXDAY, DAY,







0013 I F (I FRM. NE . 3) TSE-SE
0014 IF(IFRM.EG .3)TST-TSE+1
0015 IF(IFRM.E0.3)TSE-TSE+SE
0016 I F (I FRM. NE . 3) TST-ST
0017 LSE-SE-ST+1
0018 EOF=0
:	 0019 DO 5 M-71,2118
0020 PIXBUF(M)-0
0	 0021 5 CONTINUE
•	 0022 NPATCH-512/PSIZE
C





Cif POO7,R Q g.'a. I T `!





0024 PC UNT- AVEP
C SET START AND STOP PIXEL FOR READING EACH STRIP RROM CCT
C SIT START LINE FOR VXTRACTION FROM C^T
C
C PO--1 * ( . 255+	 0	 3*FLA )
C DELTAL-(NPOINT(1)—FLAT)*23.073
C DELTAP=(NPOINT(2)—FLONG)*COS(FLAT)*32.55
C NOMP-1519. +DELTAP+DEL TAL*PO
C NOML-1170.+DELTAL
0023 WRITE(6,1111)DELTAL,DELTAP
0023 1111 FORMAT(1X, 'DELTAL-', 1F10. 3, 'DELTAP=', 1F10. S)
C
0027 DO 90 M-1,NPATCH
0028 LCOUNT-0
O 2-9 LINE-M*PSIZE	 4
0030 STARTL-INITL+INCL*(M-1)
C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK FOR THE CASE WHERE THE STARTING
C AND ENDING LINE OF PATCHES ARE OUT OF THE FULL F AM
C
-005 1 CALL LBORDR(S ARTL,NEXTL,LS,LE,LEN ,LSTA 	 ,PSi E)
0032 IF(NEXTL)GOTO 80
C PROCESS LINES FOR EACH PATCH
0033 DO 70 K-LSTART,LEND
L OUN -L	 UN +1
• 0035 BLOCKN-LINE—PSIZE+(LSTART-1)+LCOUNT
C PROCESSING ONE BAND AT A TIME FOR EACH LINE IN PATCH






C THIS ROUTINE WILL READ ONE LINE OF IMAGE DATA ONE
CHANNEL AT A TIME
C0041 CALL LDCODE(LUNI,IFRM,BUFFER,BF Z,STARTL,RCHAN,LS ,
+	 LSE, BUF, EOF, PC, IE, INIT)
C
C CHECKING FOR READ ERROR
C
0042 I F ( EOF. Ea. 1) I E-1
t 0043 I F (IE. NE. 0) GOTO 9999
+ C*
a 0044 10	 CONTINUE
s 0045 PATCH-PATCH+1
C
C CALCULATING THE NUMBER OF PIXELS PROCESSED PER PATCH





FORTRAN IV—P!,US V02-519 .	 14:21:00	 30—OCT-90	 PAGE 3
-"')SAT. FTN /TR. BLOCKS/ WR
0046 PIXELS-(	 AT H-1)*	 +(	 + 1 •(	 —1))
0047 STARTP-INITP•.INCP*(PATCH -1)
0049 IF(STARTP. GT. TSE.	 R. PATCH. GT . NPATCH)GOTO
0049 STOPP-STARTP+P9IZE—1
C
C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK THE BOUNDARY OF THE PATCH___
C
C
TO DETERMINE IF IT'S IN THE FULL FRAME
t°050 CALL PBORDR ( STARTP, STOPP, STOP, NEXTP, TSE, T T, PSI ZE )
0051 IF(NEXTP)GOTO 10
C
C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK FOR THE CASE WHERE A PATCH
C
C
IS DIVIDED BY TWO CCT'S
0052 CALL PARTP(PTCH, STARTP, STOPP, STOP, STRIPC, TSE, TST,
+ PIXELS, I, PATCH, PSIZE)
C




C PLACE THE DESIRED PIXELS IN THE PIXEL ARRAY
C
0054 L-0




• 0059 50 CONTINUE
C
C PROCESS DATA EXTRACTED FOR HISTOGRAM
C













12	 0069 80 CONTINUE
'I C
o C WRITING ZERO FILLED PATCH LINES
C
e	 0070 DO 85 J-71,2118
7	 0071 PIXGUF(J)-0








007*	 * pIJ1oVt1Z /-f
0076	 PIXBUF(69)-DLOCKD(2)
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	 30-OCT-60	 PAGE 1
HDT. FTN	 /TR. DLOCKS/W
0001 SUBROUTINE HD (LUN1,LUN2.BU , BFSZ, FLNIMO. EOF,I
	 U	 RM




C THIf RgVTINE WILL JXTRACT PATCH IMAGES FROM THE FULL FRAME,IMA.Gg_
C PROCESSING TAKING PLACE ONE STRIP OF CCT AT A TIME.
	
IT WILL
_ C FURTHER OUI6D A PATCH FRAME IMAGE 1b PATCHES BY 16 PATCHES,_FACH
C PATCH CONSISTING OF 32 BY 32 PIXELS,
	 BANDS C4-77	 THE ROUTINE
C WILL USE HDT FULL FRAME SIZE 'MAGES.
C
C LOCAL  VAR I AQLEB:
	 ^^_
C r
_ C B_LOCKN- THE BLOCK NUMBER
C ENDCCT= A PARAMETER FOR READING THE END OF THE FILE
C LCOUNT- THE LINE COUNTER FOR THE PATCH IMAGE
C LEND- THE ENDING Lltit WITHIN THE FULL FRAME
C LSTART- THE STARTING LINE WITHIN THE FULL FRAME
C NPATCH- THE NUMBER OF PATCHES ON A SIDE OF A PATCH IMAGE
_ C PATCH- THE CURRENT PATCH NUMBER
C PIXELS- THE PIXEL LOCATION IN PIXBUF
C PTCH- A FLAG TO INCICATE THAT THE PATCH COUNTER HAS
C SAVEP- THE LAST PATCH PROCESSED ON PREVIOUS CCT
C STARTP- THE STARTING PIXEL LOCATION IN PATCH EXTRACTION
C STOPP- THE LAST PIXEL LOCATION IN PATCH EXTRACTION
C BEEN READJUSTED




0004 REAL FLAT, FLONG, NLAT, NLONG
BOOS LOGICAL**	 B`,F(1 ), PIXDUF ( 2! 18). FLNIMD ( 14), SCNID, MI N	 (2)
0006 LOGICAL** BUFFER(1),BLOCKB(2)
0007 DIMENSION ISTAT(2)
0008 _ 	 EGUIVALENCE (BLOCKB,BLOCKN)
,.0009 COMMON/COMH/ST, 3E, LS, LE, NOCNAN, NOSAMP. S NID(12).
+	 SUNEL, SUNAZ, SNSHbo NREV, EXYR, EXDAY, DAY,_
+	 HR, MIN, SEC, SEGNO ,2), FLAT, FLONG, NLAT, NLON
00.10 COMMON/LABEL/NAME(3), MISNO, E
0011 DATA SAVCP/0/,TSE/0/,T3T/0/
C
C INITIALIZING PARAME ERS
C
0012 LSS=1
0013 IF(7FRM. NE. 3)TSE nSE
0014 IF(IFRM.EG .3)TST=TSE+1
0015 IF(IFRM.EG.3)TSE=TSE+SE
0016 I F (I FRM. NE . 3) TST=ST
0017 LSE-SE-ST+1
0018 EOF-0
0019 DO S M-71,2118
=	 0020 PIXBUF(M)-0




C SET START AM) STOP PIXEL FOR READING EACH STRIP FROM CCT
• C SET START LINE FOR EXTRACTION FROM CCT
• C
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR V IALITY
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E , 	14 21!50 	 _ _ 	 PAGE 2
HOT N	 /fA BLOCK /Wit




C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK FOR THC CASE WHERE T)(E STARTING
AND ENDINGLINE	 A	 AAE OUTH	 ULL	 AM
C
ALL L06RDR (STARTL, NEX L, LS, LE,LL N , L	 A	 S	 )
0029 IF(NEXTL)GOTO 80
C PROCESS LINES FOR EACH PATCH
3020 DO 70 K-LSTART,LEND
503 1 L OUNT-L OUN +1
0032 BLOCKN-LINE-PSIZE+(LSTART-1)+L000NT
C PROCESSING ON7	 BAND AT A TIME FOR EACH LINE IN PATCH
0033 DO 60 1=1,4 
^Y^AfZH 1
0035 PATCH-PCOUN7
50%  HA--W--f —'	
.r
0037 PTCH-. TRUE.
• C THIS ROUTINE WILL READ ONE LINE OF IMAGE DATA ONE
CHANNEL A	 A ! IME
C
• 3038 CALL L	 OD (LUN1,	 M,BU	 R,	 A L,	 AN.	 g^
+	 LSE, BUF, EOF, PC, IE, INIT)
C CHECKING FOR READ ERROR
C
• 0039 IF(EOF. EG . 1) IE-1





C CALCULATING THE NUMBER OF PIXELS PROCESSED PER PATCH




0045 IF(STARTP GT.TSE)GOTO 60
0046 STOPP-STARTP+PSIZE-1
C
C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK THE BOUNDARY OF THE PATCH
t C TO DETERMINE IF IT'S IN THE FULL FRAME
C
0	 0047 CALL POORDR(STARTP,STOPP,STOP,NEXTP,TS^,TST,PSIZE)
•	 0048' IF(NEXTP)GOTO 10
• C
C THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK FOR THE CASE WHERE A PATCH
















034;	 CALE	 (	 H, A	 ,	 ,	 ,
•	 PIXELS, I, PATCH, PSI )




PLACE THE DESIRED PIX L• IN THE PIXEL ARRAY
	0001	 L=O
	










C	 PROCESS 5ATA EXTRACTED FOR HISTOGRAM
C
CALL H S ( UF, STARTP, S DPP, R HAN; 	 )
C
WRITE THE PIXEL ARRAY BACK TO .IMD FILE
C
	


















C	 WRITING ZERO FILLED PATCH LINES
C
	
























	0077	 90 CONTINUE	 -
•	 C






s 0079	 CALL LDCODE(LUN1, IFRM, DUFFER, BFSZ, ENDCCT, RCHAN, LSS, LSE,
C-16
po ok Ql ALI r .
I FCATAAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	 14,21:56
	 30-OCT-40
	 PACE 4HOT FM	 774
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0001	 SUBROUTINE PBORD (STAR TP,  S 	 P, STOP, N X P, TS9. T3T, PSI
C
C THIS ROUTINE WILL DETERMINE WHEN IMAGERY DATA DESIRED FROM
C THE FULL FRAME IN NOT AVAILABLE; PATCH PIXELS ARE OUTSIDE




C NEXTP= A FLAG WHICH INDICATES; PROCESS THE NEXT PATCH
C
0002	 IMPLICIT INTEGER (.11-Z)
0003	 LOGICAL NEXTP
C
C CHECKING FOR THE CASE WHERE PATCH PIXELS ARE NOT WITHIN
C THE FULL FRAME
C
0004	 NEXTP-. FALSE.
0003	 IF(STARTP. GE . TST. AND. STARTP. LE. (TSE-PSIZE-1) )GOTO 999_9_










C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF PATCH PIXELS WHICH ARE OUT OF




















C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF PATCH PIXELS WHICH ARE OUT OF
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^— FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E	 14:22:37	 30—OCT-80
	 PAGE 1
LBORDR. TN	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR




C THIS ROUTINEWILL DE,E MIN 	 WHEN IMAGERY DATA BESIRED FROM FULL FRAME
.^ C -IS NOT AVAILABLE;	 PATCH LINES ARE OUTSIDE OF THE-FULL FRAME.C
C LOCAL VARIABLES:
T.
C LEND- LINE END
C LSTART- LINE START
C NEXTL- A FLAG WHICH INDICATES; PROCESS THE NEXT FULL FRAME LINE
C
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A—Z)






C CHECKING FOR THE CASE WHERE PATCH LINES ARE NOT WITHIN THE FULL FRAME
0006 NEXTL-. FALSE.
IF(STARTL.CE.LS.AND.STARTL.L g .(LE—PSIZE-1))GDY O 97191
0008 IF ( STARTL. GT . LS) GOTO 30




00 12 20 CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE THE NUMBER	 PATCH LINES W I H ARE OUT OF THE
C TOP BORDER OF THE FULL FRAME
C
0013 DO 30 K-1,PSIZE










C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF PATCH LINES WHICH ARE OUT OF THE
C BOTTOM BORDER OF THE FULL FRAME
C
002 1 I F ( STARTL. GT . LE) GOTO 70
t	 0022 DO 60 K-1,PSIZE
0023 IF((STARTL+K-1),Ea.LE)GOTO 80
0	 0024 60 CONTINUE
C
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	 0-DCT-o0	 PAGE 1
NDRHIS FTN —/TN DLOC'MS%WI^'--
001	 SUBROUTINE H H ( LUN LN MH. U H )
C _	 _
C THIS ROUTINE WILL WRITE THE HISTOGRAMS FOR EACH IAND C4-73
C TO TH€„IMDA;9HEADE_R FILE
C
OOOZ	 IMPLICIT INTEgER (A-z)
0003	 REAL H4. HS, H6. H7










OPEN ( VNIT-LUN?., NAMEK-
-
FLPIIMH • T4LI- ' OLD', FOPM- ' UNFORMATTER',
+	 ACCESS-'D:RCCT',RECDRDSITE-768)
C






THE REMAINING BAND HISTOGRAMS ARE NOT USFR IN TH18 APPLsATIONr
0010	 DO 10 I-5.10
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I_ F RTRAN IV—PLUS V02 —SIE	 14.22 52	 30—OCT-90
	 PACE 1
HIST,FTN	 /TR.DL CK /WR
0001 ^! SUBROUTINE H	 t U	 A	 H N,	 —
C
HIS ROUTINE WILL BUILD HISTOGRAMS FOR EACH CHANNEL UNIN Q
THE VALUE FROM THE FULL FRAME DATA
0002 IMPLICIT INT€GER (A—Z)
0003 REAL H4, H5, H6, H7











C BUILDING HISTOGRAM FOR EACH CHANNEL
C














0022 DO 25 M-STARTP, STOPP









0031 DO 33 M-STARTP,STOPP
0032 K-K+1
0033 N-STARTP—TST*K
0034 P I XEL-DUF (N) . AND. "377
0035 H6(PIXEL*1)-H6(PIXEL+1)+1
0036 33 CONTINUE
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OF POOR Q jA', I i Y
FCRTRAN IVY-P UPS V02, -51	 14-22;52 	 gO-OCT-90	 PAGE 2
HST. IFTN	 /TR' DLOCKS/W
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FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E	 14.25.12	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 1
PARTP FTN	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR
OOC: SUBROUT INE PARTP(P	 H,	 A T ,ST P	 TR PC,	 X l ,
•	 I, PATCH, PSI ZE )
C THIS ROUTINE WILL ADJUST THE PARAMETERS IF A PATCH IS DIV OCD BETWEEN




C CC NO- THE CCT STRIP NUMBER LAST STORED
C PIECE- AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE PARAMETER VALUES TO USE FOR THE
C REMAINDER OF THE RIGHT MOST PATCH ON NEXT CCT STRIP
C





0006 I F ( STRIPC. E(I. 1. AND. STOP. GT . TSE) GOTO 20
0007 I F ( STRIPC. EG . 1) GOTU 99^r 9
0008 IF(. NOT. PTCH)GOTO 10
0009 IF(PIECE(STRIPC-1,2).NE.PATCH-I)GOTO 10
C
C THE CURRENT PATCH IS THE PORTION OF THE UNPROCESSED RIGHT MOST PATCH










0017 1 F ( STOP. LE. TSE) GOTO 9999
C
0018 20 CONTINUE
0019 I F (CC l N0. Ea. STR I PC) GO 0 9999
C
C SAVE THE NUMBER OF-PIXELS PROCESSED FOR THE RIGHT MOST PATCH ON









































































AR P.FTN	 /TR: BLOCKB/WR






FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 	 14 26:10





C THIS PROGRAM WILL CONVERT A DECIMAL NUMBER TO OCTAL
C IT CAN HANDLE VALUES IN DECIMAL FROM 1 TO 4095
C
C DECIMAL NUMBER	 LESS THAN 4096
C
,3002 INTEGER OCTAL
0003 I F(I NTEG. LT. 312) 00 TO 10
0004 KaMOD(INTEG,512)
0005 L n MOD (K, 64 )
0006 M-MOD (L, 8 )
0007 IOCT-INTEG/512*1000+K/64*100+L/8*10+M
0008 GO TO 100
C
C DECIMAL NUMBER LESS THAN 512 GE 64
C
0009 10 IF(INTEG.LT .64)GO TO 20
0010 K-MOD(INTEG,64)
0011 L-MOD (K, 8 )
0012 IOCT-INI'EG/64*100+K/8*10+L
0013_ GO TO 100
C
C DECIMAL NUMBER LT 64 GE 8
C
0014 20 IF(INTEG. LT. 8)GO TO 30
0015 K-MOD(INTEG,8)
0016 IOCT-INTEG/8*10+K
0017 GO TO 100
C





























































UNVRSL. FTN	 /TR: BLOCKS/WR




THIS ROUTINE WILL BUILD AN SPU—UNIVERSAL HEADER FOR IMAGERY FILES.
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A—Z)
0003 REAL FLAT ,FLONO,ILAT,ILONG,RLAT,RLONG




	 ( P I X LN, DWORD) , (SUNELA, B) , (BWLAT, DLAT) ,




0009 DATA	 TPFORM/'S', 'P', 'U', '











C FIRST LINE OF UNIVERSAL HEADER
C








	 IDATE(IM, ID, IY)
C
THIS ROUTINE WILL CONVERT GREGORIAN CALENDAR DATE TO JULIAN
_ C
0017 JDAY-JULIAN(IM, ID, IY)
C
C CHANGE JULIAN DATE,	 AND YEAR TO ASCII FORM
C












0026 DO 10 1-38.42
0027 J-J+1
7	 0028 UHEADR(I)-ITIME(J)




OF POOR 0(Jf l-:TY
FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E	 14:26:27	 30—OCT-80	 PAGE 2
UNVRSL. N	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR






















C PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE: MULTIPLE OF 180




































FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 	 14:26 27	 30-OCT-60
	 PAGE 3
UNVRSL. TN	 /TR:DLOCK /W
047 -	  -UH A (1 6)-
C
C BYTES P R LINE PER SAN
C
0046	 UHEADR(1787)-2
0049	 - .. UHEADR(1788) -Q„
C























































U;' POOR QUA IT"t
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	 14:26:27	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 4
UNVRSL. WTN	 /TR:DLOCKS/WR	 -
0067
•--- _t__ UHEADR (18 4 ) s ( 
1 } --- -- _.._ __ --_ -
C
C






































WRITE THE DUFFER TO THE HEADER FILE
WRITE (LUN2' 2) UHEADR ---- - ---	 - -	 -"
0 3
0084
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OF POOR QLINL.I ￿ Y
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	 14 26:27	 30-OCT-80
	 PAGE 6
UNVRSL. FTN	 /TR: OLOCKS/
AL SPACE ALLOCATED
	 1 979




FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E	 14 20.47	 30-OCT-00	 PACE 1FRO
NT FIN	 /TR SL K /
♦MiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiirl•
C
C LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY,	 INC.
AtMOTE SINSINOAPPLICATION$ LAI .
C ( R S A L)
C
NAME; LEFT JUSTIFY ASCII CHARACTERSTRING (	 N)
C
PROCURED FROM! NASA, 	 JOHNSON 	 ACINTER
C BLDG.	 17,	 DATA TECHNIQUES LAS
C ON:	 01-MAY-
C
C REVISED BY;	 ON:	 PURPOSE FOR REVISION:
C B.L.	 TAYLOR_	 22-MAY-78	 BRING TO RSAL STANDARD
C
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
C <>C><><>t><><><><><>t>C>C><><><>C?<>^><>+C><>C>^ <>t>t <	 <> ><
C
C LEFT JUSTIFIES AN ASCII CHARACTER STRING. 	 REMOVES ANY LEADING






C PROGRAM INITIATION OR CALL SEQUENCE:




C CALL ARGUMENTS:	 FORMATS:
C
C IARRAY	 BYTE STRING (ARRAY) TO BE LEFT JUSTIFIED.















OF Pt)(-,a QUr^L(i Y
FORTRAN IV-PLUB VO - {	 4:ill: 47 	 - CT-BO	 PA09 2
RONT. FTN
_
/TR : BLUCKB/ WR
C
C






C LEFT JUSTIFY A CHARACTER STRING
0001 SUBROUTINE FRONT(I,N)
_ 0002 BYTE I
_
0003 DIMENSION I(N)
0004 00 1 Jn 1, N





0009 DO 3 J-%), N
001 0
0011 3 KmK+1
001? IF(K. OT. N)RETURN,
C
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OF K e-- R QUALITY
FORTRAN IV —PLUS UO2-01E	
_ 
14::0:33
	 30—OCT-60	 PAGE 1






C REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS LAB.








C REVISED DY:	 ON:	 PURPOSE FOR REVISION:

















C PROGRAM INITIATION OR CALL SEQUENCE:
C w}<>w% <% w>tI t/^wl t. wI C>L}^.%`J LJ ^./<}w>t}<}t%'^wJ <I < %<}L %6 %`I Cr <%<><




C CALL ARGUMENTS:	 FORMATS:
C MON	 MONTH NUMBER IN INTEGER
C IDAY	 DAY NUMBER IN INTEGER'
C IYR	 YEAR NUMBER IN INTEGER
C
C INPUTS:	 FORMATS:
C `><><*01•<yt.T X>	 < > t}awl <>L%•.w}^.^<>^w}<>LI'L.^^>^w %•`^^w.?C:•L}'. .><





•	 C OUTPUTS:	 FORMATS:




I FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	
14:28.33	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 2
JULIAN. FTN	 /TR: BLOCKS, SIR
C	 IV	 JULIAN DAY NUM	 ANT€GER
C
C














C-•a►t^rr •+►^rrw♦ar+t^^a^r^► w^r^•+^^r^^ +►•* ^► ^+r•^r•*a*ww*^^rt *+► rssrr+r^rx•^rrs^r^xrwr•**
0001 INTEGER FUNCTION JULIAN(M,C,Y)
0002 INTEGER  M, D, Y, 5(121) 
O003 DATA S/0,31,59,90,120,151,1131,212,243,273,304,334/_
0004 IF (M. NE. 0. AND. D. NE. 0) 	 GO TO 1




0009 IF ( MO.LE . 2)RETURN



























C LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, 	 INC.
C REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS LAD.









C REVISED BY:	 ON:	 PURPOSE FOR REVISION:




 :1 ^.}`/fib./{><I t}^} ,:}< > ^J</^.> <J ^% ^}^}<% <><>{% <>L><!'t><}{>«<
C THIS ROUTINE WILL BUILD A .
 COMMON BLOCK OF TAPE HEADER DATA FOR




C PROGRAM INITIATION OR CALL SEQUENCE:
C <><;•4;><*,.<><	 :3	 ",:><:><}.<:,<).'>c"	 :><><> <'><><><><><>K'><^<><><"
 ^	 T<




C LUN	 I1 LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER
C BUF	 BYTE STRING	 BUFFER CONTAINING HEADER DATA
C FMT




C EOF	 11 END OF FILE INDICATOR
C PRTY	 It r N R I TY COUNT
C INPUTS:	 FORMATS:
C OUTPUTS:	 FORMATS: 
`
C HCOM	 COMMON AREA OF HEADER DATA BUILT BY HPROS
C
C SPECIAL REMARKS:
_ C^ C>CJ C i }^.>t% C!<.J C.i C}<% :><}<.i , { . }<I {> C: r >(i ,I ^.: <%'<}^.> J` {}<><>C>C
Z	 C
C
o	 C ROUTINES CALLED:
f	 C 4	
J	
1<1(• 1[ i <><>.y> < ><>^.•> ,+><:.,^..> <:>{b	: ":>."" ^.•>.•^	 `I • r J• <J <.	 > w`<><.>.,,J .:I• <I C
s	 C IBYTE	 CONVERTS DATA FROM ASCII TO INTEGER.







	 14:28:16	 30—OCT-80	 PAGE 2
HPROS.FTN	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR
C
0001 SUBROUTINE HPROS(LUN1, HEADER, FM 	 F.	 Y,	 RM)
0002 IMPLICITINTEGER(A—Z)
000 3+— INTEGER HC MD(. )
0004 DIMENSION ISTAT(2),IPRM(6)
0005 BYTE HEADER(1 ), SCNID(12), MISNfi(2), i TATD( 	 )
0006 COMMON/HCOM/SS, SE, LS, LE,NRPDS, NDSPR, NCPR, NRPC, ANCL, NC, NS,








0014 IF(CERR. NE .	 )RETURN
0015 IF(FMT.E0.1) GO TO 1	 !FORMAT-UNIVERSAL
0016 IF(FMT.E0.2) GO TO 2 	 !FORMAT-LANDSAT
0017 I F ( FMT. E0. 3 ) GO TO 3 	 ! FORMAT-LARL;YS
0019 CERR - 9
0019 RETURN
C BUILD HCOM FOR UNIVERSAL FORMAT TAP
0020 1 SS - BBUF(108)
0021 SE-D OF(11	 )
0022 LE - 0
23 NRPDS-HEADER(104)
0024 NDSPR-HEADER(1778)






0031 DOI - HEADER(107)
0032 NCAR-BBUF(1785)
0033 SVD - BBUF(
0034 IF(SVD. E0. 0)SVD-i
0035 RSIZ - BBUF(100)
0036 PSKIP - 0
0037 HSIZ - 1530




C BUILD HCOM FOR LARSYS FORMAT TAPE
: C
0041 3 SS - 1
0	 0042 SE - BBUF(23)	 ^w
9	 0043 LE - BBUF(39)
e	 0044 NRPDS - 1
0045 NDSPR - 1
s	 0046 NCPR - BBUF(19)








HPROS. FTN	 /TR. BLOCKS /WR
0048 ANCL - 4
0049 NC - NCPR
0050 NS - SE
0051 NDIT - 8
0052 DOI - 0
0053 NCAR - NCPR
0054 SVD - 1








C BUILD HCOM FOR LANDSAT FORMAT TAPE
C
0062 2 NS - 3BUF(39)/4
0063 I-HEADER114)
0064 SS - NS*(IAND(I,15)-1)+1
0065 SE - SS+NS-1
0066 LS - 1
0067 LE - 2340
0068 NRPDS - 1
0069 NDSPR - 1
0070 NCPR - 4
0071 NRPC - 1
0072 ANCL - 0
0073 NC - 4
0074 NDIT - 8
0075 DOI - 2	 --
0076 NCAR - 4
0077 SVD s 1
0078 RSIZ - BBUF(17)
0079 PSKIP - 9
0080 HSIZ s 338




C READ ANCILLARY RECORD 6 CONCATENATE TO ID RECORD
C TO FORM HEADER RECORD FOR LANDSAT TAPE
C
C PUTTING STARTING ADDRESS OF HEADER ARRAY INTO IPRM ARRAY
C
C




0085 CALL tJTOIO(RLB, LUN1, 1, , ISTAT, IPRM, ISW)
C
° C ERROR CHECK
C
0086 5 IF(ISTATB(S).GE."000)GO TC 9991 	 !READ OKAY-"001
0087 IF(ISTATQ(1).E0.IEEO,'=)EOF=l	 'END Or FILE =" 366--10
C- 52
	I FORTRAN IV—PLUS V02-51E
	 14:8.16	 30—OCT-80
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HDFtEAD.FTN	 /	 L K /W
trr••r•rrrr•rrr••sr•r•••••r••••rrrrr•••••rr•••••r•••••a•r•r••rrr•r•r•••
C
C LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY,	 INC.
i^IM— 	N	 N	 APPLICATIONS LAD,




C DEVELOPED BY:SUSANNE ODRIEN
C ON:6/7BCr---
C
C REVISED BY:	 ON:	 PVRPC^E FOR REVISION:




C THIS ROUTINE WILL READ HEADER DATA RECORDS FROM A FOREIGN
C IMAGERY TAPE IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMATS: UNIVERSAL,
C LANDSAT 1 OR 2, LARSYS 2 OR 3
C ENTRY POINTS:
C C:%C?<>CX?tXXXX> t>'C>C>C?C><>CXXX>CX?<><>C?t><^< ><>:>(?<
C NONE
C
C PROGRAM INITIATION OR CALL SEQUENCE:





C LUN	 I1 LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER




C 0-ERROR HEADER RECORD NOT
C ACCEPTABLE SIZE
C HEADER	 BYTE STRING	 BUFFER FOR HEADER DATA
C BFSZ	 I1 SIZE OF	 READ IN BUFFER
	 'BUFFER'
C EOF	 11 END OF FILE
	 1-END
C PC	 PARITY COUNT
C IE	 01 ERROR CODE
C IE-0 MEANS NO ERROR
C BUFFER	 BYTE STRING	 BUFFER TO READ DATA INTO
C INPUTS:	 FORMATS:
++	 C OUTPUTS:	 FORMATS:
10	 C <><><>C><><><>	 <::<':	 < lXllJ<:`{^•<:;><><><>{>.?<><









OF PCCR ^U	 Y
I FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	 14:27.54	 30-OCT-80
	 PAGE 2
HDAEAD.FTN	 /TR: DLO K /W
C	 ROUTINES CALLED:
<xx><x5<5<xs<,xx5
C	 MTREAD	 MAO TAPE RECORD READ
NFROS	 HEADER PROCESS TO BUILDH M COMMON A REA
C	 IDYTE
	 CONVERTS DATA FROM ASCII TO INTEGER
C —•/1^114^r^1111 ►11i•♦••d1^r11MM11^/• ♦• i•111► 11ir^1►Milt/►^tif^1►^^^MArr^•^R!••^^1111ri1 ►i •
001 SUBROUTINE HDR AO(LUN1, 1	 M, HEADS	 ,	 U	 N , H	 A	 ,
*	 ISS)





0007 COMMON /HCOM/SS, SE, L S, LE, NRPD S , NDSPR, NCPR, NRPC, ANCL, NC, NS,












C PUTTING	 A T NG ADDRESS 	 F HEADER  INTO tPRM ARRAY
C
00 17 RM(1)-HD A
C
READING HEADER FROM






0021 I F (I STATB (1) , GE. "000> GO TO 20	 ! READ	 KAY'?
0022 IF(I STATB ( 1),EQ.IEEOF)EOF-1 	!END OF FILE -11366--10
0023 IF ( EOF. Ea. 1 )RETURN
0024 IF(ISTATB(1) EQ.-4)PC-PC+1	 !PARITY CHECK-"374--4
:	 0025 IF(ISTATB (1) 	 EQ.-4 )GO TO 20
i	 0026 GO TO	 110	 !READ ERROR
0	 0027 20 IF(ISTAT(2).EO.3060)IFRM-1	 !UNIVERSAL FORMAT
s	 0028 IF (ISTAT( 2).GE.40 AND.ISTAT(2) LE 42 ) IFRM-2	 ! LANDSAT FORMAT
•	 0029 IFIISTAT(2). GE. 800 APED. ISTAT(.Z). LE. S02)IFRil w 3	 !LARSYS FORMAT
7	 0030 IF( IFRM NE. 0)GO TO 30
6 0031 CERR - 1STAT(2)	 !FORMAT	 ERROR




FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-519 	 14-27 54	 30-OCT-90
	 f Poll  3
HOREA	 N	 /T L CK /W
0033 30 ALL H	 ( LUN i, H A
	 M,	 'BUILD WCOM
0034 IF_(CER R , NE. 0) 00 TO 100
0035 INS-NS
C THIS ROUTINE FOR MULTIPLE RECi PER CHANNEL
0036 IF(NRPC.LE.1)00 TO 40
0037 NSPR-N /NRP	 !CA LC OP IX PER R IC
0039 1 F ( MOD ; NS, NRPC) . E0. 0) GO TO 40 	 !EVEN DIVIStON 00 TO r
0039 NSPR-NSPR+1
0040 40 0 n RSIZ
0041 IF(RSIZ. GT. DFIJZ) CERR-12
0042 IF(CERR.E0.12)00 TO 100 !REC TOO DIG FOR DUFFER
—0043 IPRM2(2)-RSIZ
C




C PUTTING STARTING ADDRESS OF DUFFER INTO IPRM2 ARRAY
C
004 13 CALL AETADR(IPRM2,0UFFER)
C
C READING IMAGE DATA FROM TAPE
C
^^ 0046 CALL WTOIO ( RLD, LUN1, 1, , ISTAT, IPRM2, ISW)
C ERROR CHECK
C
0047 45 IF(ISTATD(1).GE."OOO)GOTO SO
	 !READ OKAY-1(548 IF( ISTAT3 ( 1 ). EG. IEEOF ) EOF-1 	 !EN _07 FILE
0049 IF(EOF.EO.))RETURN
00 50 I	 (IS A D(1).EQ. — 	)	 -	 +1	 !PARITY CHECK?
0051 I F (I STATD (1) . EQ. —4) GO TO SO
0052 GO TO 11
	 !READ ERROR	 --
0053 SO IF(IFRM.EQ.2)GO TO 60
	 !LANDSAT TAPE




(	 E	 (L +1)7
0056 60 I F l DO I	 E0. 0. OR. • (I FR M . E0. 2. AND, D0 1. E0 . 2) ) GO TO 70
0057 CERR -15
0038 CO TO 100
0059 70 IP(NDIT.EG.B) 00 TO 80	 !CHECK  N BITS PER BYTE-
0060 CERR-16
0061 GO TO 100
0062 80 IF(NRPC.GE.1) GO TO 90	 !N RECS PER CHAN
6063 NRPC-1 --
0064 NCPR-0	 !N CHANS PER REC
t C CHECK N RECS PER DATA SET AND RESET NCPR IF NEEDED
0063 IF(NRPDS.GT._1) NCPR-(NC—NCAR)/(NRPDS-1)
0	 0066 90 IF(ND3PR.GE 1)00 TO 100 !u DATA SETS PER REC
• 0067 NOSPR-1	 !NOSPR CANNOT -0 IN CALCS
a	 0068 100 1E-CERR !SET ERROR CODE
0069 RETURN









	 14 27:54	 30-OCT-00
	 RAGE 4
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FORTRAN IV-PLIES V02-51E 	 14:27;54	 30-OCT-00	 PAGE 6
y )R AD. FTN	 /TA: ALOCKS/WR
PPUNCTIONS ARD SUBROUTINESN
GETADR HOME HPROS IDYTE
TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED = 001724 490
NO FPP INSTRUCTIONS GENERATED













C LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, 	 INC.
C REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS LAD.
	 ^-
C ( R S A L>








	 ON:	 PURPOSE FOR REVISION:
C <><><><><><
	 <><	 <><>•C=<:>•,>t:<><><<><J<><:><><><><><><><
_	 C S.	 ODRIEN	 6/9/78	 ADD COMMENTS FOR STANDARDIZATION
C S.	 ODRIEN	 8/3/78
	 ADD PROCESSING^ FOR LANDSAT LEM, 2





C <i•<><.><><><><><.%'<^<.% :,'<_>4.^4^i'S  i'<i :>.'<^f^'t: f.><>t><r <.^t^t><:• ><^<
C THIS ROUTINE WILL DECODE SELECTED PORTIONS OF TAPE
C HEADER RECORDS IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMATS
C UNIVERSAL
C LANDSAT 1 OR 2
C LARSYS 1 OR 2.
C —
C





C PROGRAM INITIATION OR CALL SEQUENCE:






C <.:'<><><.><><><>	 <..><%'<i <i <><i' >^. i<^<.^r.><><><><Jt>^.>t>t><




z	 C H	 HEADER RECORD EXACTLY AS READ FROM TAPE
C IE	 ERROR COPE
o	 C 0=N0 ERROR
C 1=IF NOT	 1. 2, 3
C LVL	 11	 LANDSAT LEVEL INDICATOR
C 1=LEVEL 1
s	 C 2 =LEVEL 2
C 3 =LEVEL 3
C-62
O POOFF R QUALI ,
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 	 14:27:25	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 2
HDCODE. TN	 /TR:DLOCKS/WR
INPUTS;	 FOMA	 - - .
C <>t><><><><><>	 <><><><><><><><><><>t?<><><>^3{>t><><><
C




MH	 COMMON AREA FILLED WLT14 DATA --- 	 -•-•- ----- --- -

















r.-1► IF # IFMMI► Ifp^1+N1F iFlM•I+#li • M•Mi►*1F#i1► 1F IF IF IF •MiF 1FAAMiF i!• RM*^1F IF #MIFA A!*IF^FAM KIF ♦ MIFMi1ANM^
0001 3UBROUTINE HDCODE ( IF, H, IE, LVL)	 --	 -
0002 REAL LATLON
0003 INTEGER DY, E, LATDaONGD_-
0004 BYTE H(1)
0005 BYTE MON(3, 12)
0006 BYTE HD
0007 'NTEGER HI (32)_--
0008 REAL HR(16)
0009 INTEGER A21,1121	 - .•-	 -	 ----•-------_- - - - - - --- - - --
0010 INTEGER LVL




0015 COMMON/COM;i/HI) (64) 	 -
0016 COMMON/LATLON/LATD,LONGD
0017 COMMON/LABEL/NAME(3),MISNO,E 	 -	 -
C 140 IS ARRAY NAME FOR HEADER DATA ADDRESSED IN BYTES
C HR IS ARRAY NAME FOR HEADE-, L)ATA ADDRESSED IN 'REAL FORM
C HI IS ARRAY NAME FOR HEADER DATA ADDRESSED IN INTEGER FORM
C HB,	 HR,	 AND HI ALL ADDRESS DATA IN ARRAY H	 --	 -
0018 EOUIVALEN_CE(HR(1),HI(1),HR(1))
0019 EQUIVALENLE(HLDA(1),HD(13))	 --
+	 0020 EGIUIVALENCE(HL DB( 1 ), HOL.02)
C MON - ARRAY OF 3 LETTER EBCDIC CHARACTER ABBREVIATIONS
r
C FO R MONTHS OF T14E YEAR NAMES
0021 DATA MON/ "32! , "301, "325, "306, "305, "302, "S24, "'.:,j01, "331,








2	 21,"344, ,, 323, 11	 01." 44, "307,"	 2,"305. "




0025 IEa 0 !SET ERROR CODE NO ERROR
0026 GO TO	 (1, 2. 3). IF
C SET ERROR CODE TO 1 AND {ETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
0027 IE - 1
0028 RETURN
C wwwwwwwwwwwwww
C PROCESSING FOR L.ARSYS FORMAT TAPE
C wwwwwwwwwwwwww
0029 3 HI(i)-1
	 !	 ST	 (SCAN START) FIELD IN COMMON
0030 HI(2)-02I(H,23,24) ! SE (SCAN END) FIELD IN COMMON
0031 HI(2)-HI(2)-6
Ou32 HI(3)-1
	 !	 LS (LINE START)
0033 HI(4)-2340
0034 HI(5)-B2I(H,19,20)
 ! NOCHAN lM CHANNELS ON TAPE)
0035 HI(6)-B2I(H,23,24) ! NOSAMP (N SAMPLES PER SCAN )
0036 HI(6)=HI(6)-6
C BUILD SCNID (SCENE ID)
0037 DO 31	 I - 9,12
0038 31 HLDB(I-8)-H(I)
0039 HB(13)-"040
0040 DO	 131	 1-13,23 r
0041 HB(I+1)-H8(I)
0042 131 CONTINUE
0043 ENCODE (12, 300, HLDA) HOLD2
0044 300 FORMAT(1112)
0045 CALL FRONT(HLDA,12)
0046 HR(7)-0	 !SUNEL AND SUNAZ
C SUNEL (SUN ELEVATION) SUNAZ (SUN AZIMUTH)
0047 HI(15)=021(H,63,64) ! SNSHD (SENSOR HEADING)
0048 HI(16)=0 !NREV (ORBIT REVOLUTION NUMBER)
0049 HI(17)=02I(H,51,52)• !EXYR	 (EXPOSURE YEAR)
0050 DY-02I (H, 47, 48 )




_ !DAY (SCENE ID DAY)
0054 H I (20) = A 2 I (H, 53, 54 ) ! HR
	 (SCENE 
	
I D HO' IR )
0055 HI (21)-A2I (H, 55, 56) !MIN	 (SCE,J'c
	 ID MIN)
0056 HI( 2)-0 !SEC	 (SCENE ID SECOND)
0057 Hr(23)ml !SEGNO(1)	 (TAPE SEQUENCE M1
0058 HI(24)-1 !SEGNO(2)	 (TAPE SEQUENCE N>
0059 HR(13)-0 !FLAT (FORMAT CENTER LATITUDE)
0060 HR(14)-0 !FLONG (FORMAT CENTER LONGITUDE)
OC61 HR(15)-0 !NLAT	 (NADIR LATITUDE)
0062 HR(16)=0 !NLONG (NADIR LONGITUDE)
0063 RETURN
o C wwaww*wwwww
• C w•^► wwtwaw*ww














0064 E+A2I (H, 1, 1) •2
0066 IF(E. E0. 2. OR. E. E0. 6)E-2
0068 N-H (14 )
HI	 15)	 !SEGNO(I) ITAPE SEQUENCE 0)
0070 WRITE(6,1311)HI(23)
0071_- 1	 11 • FORMAT(1X, 'TAPE SEQUENCE NO.-', 	 )--
0072 N-H(16)
0073	 - HI(24)-IAND(N,15)	 !SEONO(2T (_ AP	 SEQUENCE M)
0074 HI(6)-B2I(H,39,40)/4	 !NOSAMP (N SAMPLES PER SCAN)
007' — - HI(1)-HI(6)*(HI(23) -1)+1 	 !ST	 (SCAN S A	 )
0076 HI(2)-HI(1)+HI(6)-1	 !SE	 (SCAN END)
0077 HI(3)-i	 !LS	 (LINE START)
0078 H:(4)-2340	 !LE (LINE END)
0079 HI(5)-4	 !NOCHAN (1) CHANNELS ON TAPE)
0080 HI(17Y-A2I(H,46,47)	 !EXYR (EXPOSURE YEAR)
0081	 __ 4 _ .. DY-A2I (H, 411 42)	 -- -	 -	 - ----	 -- - -
C - THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS EBCDIC MONTH NAMES TO
C INTEGER MONTH NUMBER
0082 DO 22 I - 1,12
0083	 -00 25- J - ,•3-
0084 IF(H(J+42).NE.MON(J,I))	 GO TO 22
0085 25 CONTINUE	 -
0086 GO TO 23
0087 22 CONTINUE	 -
0088 H(18)-O	 !EXDAY IF NO DATA IN HEADER
-0089	 .. __ -- G  T 24--
0090 23 HI(18)rJULIAN(I,DY,HI(17))	 !EXDAY	 (DAY-JULIAN)
0091- CALL ETAB (H (51) , LATD, 1 )
0092 24 HR(13)-LATLON(H,51,56)	 °LAT (FORMAT CENTER LATITUDE)
0093 HR(14)-LATLON(H.58,64)	 !FLONG (FORMAT CENTER LONGITUDE)
0094 CALL ETAB(H(58),L0NGD,2)
C---- __ TEST FOR CORRECT LANDSAT LEVEL- -- -
0095 IF	 ( (H ( 135) . AND. "377) . E0. "305) LVL-1 	 !LEVEL	 1
)096 - IF	 ( LVL. E0. 1) GO TO 1000
0097 IF	 ( (H (6) . AND. "377) . EG. " 140) LVL -3 	!LEVEL 3
0098 -- IF	 (LVL. E0. 3)GO TO 3000-- 	 -	 -
009Q LVL-2
C PROCESS LEVEL 1
C ETAB CONVERTS EBCDIC TO ASCII BYTZ BY BYTE
C BUILDS SCNID FIELD (SCENE ID)
0100 1000 CALL ETAB (H (1) , HB (1 :! , , 4 )
0101 CALL ETAB(H(6),HB(17),2)
0102 CALL ETABIH(11 ), HB(19), 2)
2	 0103 1100 00 100 I-21.24
0104 HB(I)-"040
0	 0105 100 CONTINUE






O10E7 HI(14)-A2I(H,106,108)	 'SUNAZ	 (SUN AZIMUTH)
a	 0-109	 - - HI(15)-A2I(H.110,112)	 !SNSHD	 (SENSOR HEADING)




FORTRAN I'!—PLUS V02-51E	 14:27:25	 30—OCT-90	 PACE S
HDC D ,FTN	 /TR:DLOCKS/WR
0111 H I ( 19) -A2 ( H. 142, 143) +--' AY (
	 DAY)
0112 HI(20)-A2I(H,147,148) !HR (SCENE ID HOUR)
0113 HI(21)-A22(H.149,150) !MIN (SCENE ID MINUTE)
0114 HI(22)-H(151)
0115 HI(22)=IAND(HI(22),15)*1 !SEC (SCENE I	 .. N )
0116____ HR(15)-LATLON(H,68,73) !NLAT (NADIR LATITUDE)
0117 HR(16)-LATLON(H,75,8! !NLONG (NADIR LONGITUDE)
01 @ RETURN
C PROCESS LEVEL 2
0119 2000 HI(13)-A21(H,108,109)	 !SUNEL
0120 HI(14)-A21(H,112,114) !SUNAZ
0121	 - HI(15)-A2I(H,67,691 !SNSHD
0122 HI(16)-0 'NREV




_ 0127. HI(22)-IAND(HI(22),15)*1O !SEC
0128 HR(15)-LATLON(H,77,82) !NLAT
0129 HR(16)-LATLON(H,84,90) 	 !NLONG
0130 RETURN
C PROCESS LEVEL 3
C BUILD SCNID
0131 3000 CALL ETAD(H(1),HB(13),5)
0132 CA1-L ETA8(H(6), HB(18), 2)
0133 CALL ETAB(H(12),HB(20),1)
0134 GO TO 1100
C PROCESSING FOR UNIVERSAL FORMAT TAPE
0135 1 HI(1)-1	 !ST	 (START SCAN)	 —
0136 HI(3)-0	 !LS	 (LINE START)..._
0137 HI(4)-O	 !LE	 (LINE END)
0138 HI(5)-H(90)	 !NOCHAN (4 CHANNELS ON TAPE)
0139 HI(6)=B21(H,1787,1788) !NOSAMP (# SAMPLES PER SCAN)
0140 _ HI(2)=HI(6)-	 !SE	 (SCAN END)
0141 MISNO(1)-14(65)
0142 MISNO(2 )-14(66)
0143 HOLD1-B22(H,67,68) !SCNID (SCENE ID)
0144	 _ DO	 Ill	 1'=13,24.
0145 HB(I)-"040
0146 111 CONTINUE
0147 ENCODE (6, 204, HLDA) HOL31
0148 200 FORMAT(11,b)
0149 CALL FRONT ( HLDA, 12 )
0150 ENCODC (6, 200, SCN I D) HOLD 1
0151 H I ( 13) :=A21 (H, 2163, 2 164 ) ! SUNEL
	




z	 0153 HI(15)-0	 !SNSHD (SENSOR HEADING)
0154 HI(16)=321(H,71,72) !NREV (ORBIT REVOLUTION M)




•	 0157 • ENCODE (2, 250, EXDAY) DY
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C THIS ROUTINE NV
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rrrrt^►rrrr
C THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS DATA FROM BCD TO INTEGER
r1►rrrrr^r•






0005	 DO 1 I - 01.02
0006	 C-H(I)
0007	 C-IAND(C.15)













































IV Q iJ UJ
O 0 4 W I
























































HDCODE. FTN	 /TR: BLOCK /WR -
	 --	 - - -	 --
rrsarrrrr+► _	 ... ^. _. _, . _ _	 _ __
C rrrrrrrrrr




REAL FUNCTION LATLON(H, 1,	 2)	 --	 -
0002 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
0003 BYTE HD
0004 BYTE H(1)
0003 BYTE No S, E, W, D
0006 DATA N. S, E, W, D/213, 226, 197, 230, 96/
0007 LL - 0
0008 SIGN • 0
0009 DO 1	 I - B1,02
0010 HB-H(I)
0011 I F (H0. E0. N) GO TO 1
0012 'F(HD. E0. S) GO TO 3_
0013 • r (HD. E0. E) GO TO 1
0014 IF(HB. E0. W) GO TO 3
0015 IF(HD. NE . D) GO TO 4 ---
0016 GO TO 1
0017 3 SIGN - i
0018 GO TO 1
0019 4 J - HD -	 -
0020 J - IAND(J, 1,)
..1 LL - LL* 10+J
0022 1 CONTINUE
0025 LM - LL - lLL / 100 	 +► 10	 -
	 'MINUTES CARULATION
0024 LL - LL / 100 !DEGREES CALCULATION
--Z-620
C
LATLON - FLOAT( LM ) • /
LATLON CONVERTS DATA TO
60. +
	 L A l LL >	 -
REAL VARIABLE FOR RETURN
c SIGN IS N GAT V W DIRECTIOW
0026 IF( SIGN ,NE.
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C REVISED BY	 ON.	 PURPOSE FOR REVISION:




C <?C>G:><>{><>t:>t><>t?<>•.: <:•r`{> ii<^•:><X:<><><><>:.•<^Ci<X>CX>G
C THIS ROUTINE WI+.L DECODE VIDEO DATA FPOM A FOREIGN IMAGERY
C TAPE IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMATS:UNIVERSAL,
	 LANDSAT 1 OR 2,





C PROGRAM INITIATIOA OR CALL SEQUENCE-
C CALL LDCODE(LUN, IF, DUFFER, BFSZ, L, RCHAN, LSS, LSE, BUF, F_OF,




C LUN	 IS LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER




C DUFFER	 BYTE STRING BUFFER FOR INTERNAL USE
C OF LDCODE
C BFSZ	 11 SIZE OF BUF IN BYTES
C L	 It REWESIED LINO NUMBER
C RCHAN	 It REQUESTED CHANNEL NUMBER
C LSS	 II FIRST PIXEL TO MOVE
C LSE	 I1 LfOT PIXEL IN MOVE
C BUF	 BYTE STRING BUFFER FOR DECODED PIXELS
++	 C EOF	 END OF FILE
	 1=EOF
++	 C PC	 I1 PARITY COUNT
w	 C IE	 I1 ERROR CODE
C INIT	 I1 FIRST PASS SWITCH O-FIRST PASS
•^	 C INPUTS:	 FOHMAfS













	C	 1. THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES TH MAIN ROUTINE WILL ALWAYS ASK
	
C	 FOR DATA BEGINNING WITH LINE 1 AND PIXELS BEGINNING
WITH PIXEL 1 AND CHANNELS BEGINNINGWITH
	 	
C14ANNEL 1 REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE ACTUAL VALUES FOR THE START
	
C	 OFTHOSE VARIABLES ARE.
	
C	 2.THE PROGRAM HDREAD MUST DE CALLED BEFORE
	





C	 MTREAD	 kEADS MAO TAPE RECORDS
	




001 SUBROUTINE 4DCODE(LUN1, IF, DUFFER. BFSZ, DLIN, RCHAN, LSS, LSE, BUF, EO , PC.
+	 IE, INIT)
Im UNIT INTEGER (A-Z)
0003 INTEGER LSLOC(3)
0004 BYTE BUFFER(1),ISTATB(2)
0003 BYTE BUF(1 ), SCNID, MISNO(2)
0006 INTEGER IB(64),JR%64)
0007 DIMENSION ISTAT(2),I?RM(6)
0008 CGUIVALENCE	 (ISTAT(1),IS ATB)
0009 COMMON /HCOM/SS, SE, LS, LE, NRPDS, NDSPR, NCPR, NRPC, ANCL, NC, NS,
1	 NBIT, DOI, NCAR, SVD, RSIZ, PSKIP, HSIZ, CALP, CERR, NSPR
0010 COMMON/LAGEL /NAME (3),MISNO,E
mil '— DATA LSLOC/7,1, 0, 1/, RLB/"1000/, IPRM(2)/3280/
0012 IEEOF--10




0 1 yIF(LSE.GT.SE )L E-SE —	 !CHECK SCAN END
0018 IF(INIT,NE.0) GO TO I	 CHECK FIRST PASS
0619 INIT - 1	 .SET FIRS!	 PASS INDICATOR OFF
0020 PRSZ-(RSIZ+1)/2	 !DATA SIZE IN WGRDS




i	 0022 DSL-ANCL+NC+(NS+CALP) 	 !DATA SET LENGTH
0	 0023 ADD-O
s	 0024 ONEST-1	 !SET FIRST RECORD
a	 0025 CL-1	 !CURRENT LINE N
7	 0026 CCANul	 !CURRENT CHAN 0
•	 0027 9 ANC - r% NCI_+C,VD	 !TOTAL ANCILLARY BYTES 






141 26; 4.1	 30=-OCT-00
	 ' "-	 PAGE 3
LDCOD:.. FTN /TR; DLOCKS/WR	 "-
00 F(I	 ..) 00 TO 1	 ORMA	 -LAND SAT
C THIS ROUTINE BUILDS ARRAYS IB -AND JR-
C IB(I)-OFFSET BYTES TO CHAN I
C JR(I) nRECORD N WHERE CHAN I IS FOUND
0030 IF (NRPC.OT.1)GO TO 100	 !*RECS/CHAN >1
IF(NCAR.GT.0)90 T2 10	 DATA IN ANCIL REC 00
C THIS ROUTINE FOR NO DATA IN ANCL REC FIRST CHAN IN REC
0032 4R(I)ma
0033 IB(1)-2




0038 00 TO 1
0039 10 FC - 1
0040 LC - NCAR
0041 I	 -	 1
0042 I R - 1
0043 DO 12 CHAN - 1,NC
0044 13 CONTINUE	 -
0045 IF(IR.'GT. 1 ) ANC - 2+SVD
0046 I F ( CHAN. GE. FC. AND. CHAN. LE. LC ) GO TO 14	 -
0047 IF(CHAN. LE. LC . OR. !R. GE. NRPDS) GO TO 15
C THIS ROUTINE RESETS VARIABLES FOR NEW RECORD NEEDED
C - LC + 1
0049 LC - LC + NCPR	 - -	 -
0030 I	 - I	 + 1
0051 GO TO 13
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES OFFSET BYTES AND RECORD N
0052 14 IB(I)-(CHAN	 -FC)*(NS+CALP)+ANC-1
0053 JR(	 )- R
0054 16 I	 -	 I	 +	 1	 - -	 -	 - -
0055 12 CONTINUE
_0056 GO TO 1
%1057 15 CONTINUE
0058 CERR - 4	 !ERROR TOO MANY CHANS OR RECS
0059 GO TO 50
C THIS ROUTINE SETS UP ARRAYS FOR MULTIPLE RECS/CHAN
0060 100 I F ( NCAR. QT. 0) GO TO 120
0061 JR(1)-2
0062 IB(1)-2




0067 GO TO 1
0068 120 JR(1)-1
0069 IB(1)-ANCL+SVD-1
:	 0070 GO TO 110
C START IF NOT FIRST PASS OR IS LANDSAT 	 -
0
	0071 1 IF(RCHAN.LE NC)GO TO 31
	 !REG CHAN TOO DIG?
•	 0072 30 CONTINUE
a	 0073 CERR-6	 !YES ERROR
7	 0074 GO TO 50
6	 0075 31 CONTINUE
0076 IF(CL-DLIN)29,17,18	 !CURRENT LINE-DESIRED LINE
C-78
ORICIN'P.L : ,, . - l
OF POOR QlJkLI` Y
"'
I FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E
	 16:26:41	 30-OCT-60	 PACE 4
LDCODE. TN	 /TR.BLOCKS/WR
to CONTINUE-
0079 WRITE(6, 1111 )CL, DLIN
0079 1111 FORMAT(1X; 'CLn ', IS, 'DL Nn '.	 )-^
0080 CERRn7	 !NO ERROR CL>DL
008 1 010 TO 53
C ROUTINE FOR NEED NEXT LINE CL<DL
c IF M DATA	 n , NEED NEXT RECORD
0082 29 IF (NDSPR. LE. 1 )GO TO 43
ROUTINE FOR M DATA SETS PER RECORD >1




0086 IF(MOD( ( FLIN-CL), NDSPR ) . NE. 0)LIMnLIM+1
0687 IF(LIM.	 0.0)GO TO 19
0088 GO TO 44
0089 43 CONTINUE
LIM-( L!N- L-1) *N	 +1
C
C	 READING DA A FROM TAPE 	 READ L M RECORDS
C
0091 DO 119 I -1, LIM
0092 CALL WTO IJ(RLB, LUN1, 1, , ISTAT, IPRM, ISW)	 -'
0093 IF(ISTATB(1).EO."0G1)GO TO 119 	 !READ OKAYn 1
` 094 1F(IS ATB(1). EQ. I E F)EO -1	 TND OF FILE--'366--1 0!	 N 
0093 IF(EOF. E0. I )RETURN
0096 IF ( ISTATD ( 1).E(:.It C ) PC-P +1	 ! PARITY 	 HECK-"	 --
0097 IF ( ISTATB(1).EO.IEPC ) GOTO i19
0018 COTO b!READ
0099 119 CONTINUE
C SET CL TO DESIRED LINE AND CCAN TO i
C
0100 190 CL=DLIN
101 CCAN - 1
0103	 IF(RCHAN.NE.1)00 TO 170 !REC CHAN NOT -1 GO
0104	 I F ((LSS. E0. 1) . AND. ( NCAR, E0. 0) ) GO TO 180
0103	 170	 1 - JR(RCHAN)—JR(CCAN)
0106	 CCAN - RCHAN





++	 C READING DATA FROM TAPE
^o	 C
0109	 CALL WTOIO ( RLD. L.UN), I, , ISTAT, IPRM, ISW)
•	 C
1	 0110










	 30-OCT-00 PAGE 5
LDCODE. FTN	 /TR: BLOCKSZ/WR
11 (	 A	 (	 1.	 )	 •	 +l
0114 IF(ISTATB(1).EO. IEPC)0O TO 23
0115 COTO 60	 MEAD ERROR
0116 23 IF(IF .EO.2) 00 TO 25
	 !LAN_DSAT?
C THIS ROUTINE MOVES DATA FOR UNIVERSAL /LARSYS FORMAT
0117 IF(NRPC.GT.1)GO TO 200
	
!MULTIPLE RECS/_CHAN
Otte B • ID(RCHAN)+ LSS
	
+ADD
0119 E - B+ LSE- LSS
0120 K - 0
0111 DO 26 I - B.
01 K - K + 1
0123 26 BUF(K)-BUFFER(I)
0124 GO TO 50
C THIS ROUTINE MOVES DATA FOR LANDSAT FORMAT
1 B-(( LSS-Si/2)*8+RCHAN+2-M D( LSS,
	 )
0126 E-(( LSE-1)/2)+B+RCHAN*2-MOD( LSE,2)
0127 J• 1 +MOD ( LSS, 2)
0128 K • 0
0129 29 00 27 I - 1.J




0134 IF (B. G'(. E)00 TO 50
+- 0135 J •
0136 B-8+6
0137 00 TO 28
C THIS ROUTINE FOR MULTIPLE RECS/CHAN
0138 200 I F ( LSS, NE, 1) GO TO 210
019 Z-NSPR	 !Z-CONTROL VARIABLE FOR ROUTINE
0140 Y-LSE	 !Y-CONTROL VARIABLE FOR UPPER LIMIT








0149 I F ( LSE. LE. Z) GO TO 50
f;
C	 READ DATA FROM TAPE .
C
0150 CALL WTOIO ( RLB, LUN1, 1, , ISTAT. IPRM, ISW)
0151 IF	 ( I STATE (1) . EQ. "001) GO I'D 223
0152 IF(ISTATB(1). EO. TEEOr )EOF-1
0153 IF(EOF E0.1) RETURN
0154 IF (ISTATB (l ). E0. IEPC ) PC-PC *1
^r	 0155 IF	 (ISTATB(l).EO, IEPC)GO TO 223
0156 GOTO 60	 !READ ERROR
0	 0157 223 Z-Z+NSPR
•	 0158 IF(LSE. LT. Z)Y-LSE-(Z-NSPR)
0159 0-3
O1b0 E-2+Y
0161 GO TO 230
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0169	 50	 IE n CERR	 !SET ERROR FOR RETURN
0170	 RETURN
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LISTING OF POSTP PROCESSOR
URIGIN' rL- -"%"" '
OF Rt7Uj{ QUALE CY
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51F	 14!33:33	 30-OCT-80	 PAGE 1
PST
I
N /TA;  LMK-W/-WW-
0001 PR304AM
C
HI§ PRi5GRAM IS THE FOOT PATCH PROCES SINO
C IT COMPUTES THE SPATIAL RESPONSE FUNCTION BY REGRESSION
t 1 0 A GUA	 A	 C SURFACE
C
0002 nYTE	 AM(	 ),	 (	 ),	 (1	 ),	 AM	 (6)
0003 DIMENSION	 IGAR(16, 16), ICLOUn ( 16, 16), I140,"ER ( 16, 16)
5004 DIMENSI	 N VIN(5, 16, 16), IGIN(3, 16, 16), V NH(16, 16.	 ),	 (16,	 )^
0003 DIMENSION P(6),C(6),X(4)
C




_ 0008 DO 10 1-1, 30
0009 IF(FILNA14(l),NE,l	 1 )00 TO	 10
0010 FILNAM(I)-0
11 GO TO 15
0012 10 CONTINUE






C OPEN FILE AND READ HEADER AND DATA
0016 OPEN(UNIT-1.NAME-FILNAM,TYPE-'OLD'.FORM-'FORMATTED')
AD(1,2	 )1,, IAA .ISA	 A	 ,LA	 , LA M,L N	 . L N .L	 .	 A
0018 2000 FORMAT ( 1X, 10A1, I2, 11, A1, I4, Ir, A1, I4, I2, 2X, 6A1 )
00 19 DO 25 1-1,16
0020 DO 25 J-1,16
002 1 READ(1, 1100) IPATCH, (X(K), K-1, 4), I 	 AR(I, J),	 CL U	 (	 , J),
1	 IWATER ( I, J), GAMA, ISLN, ( VIN(K, I, J), K-1, 5), (IGIN ( K, I, J), K-1, 3)
02 1100 FORMAT ( 1X, I3, 4F6. 2, 314, F6. 3, I3,3F 4. 1, 2F5.	 , 3	 )
0023 25 CONTINUE
C
C SET UP RN** CONSTANTS	 REGRESSION CONSTANTS
0024 RNOO-16
RN01= 44 . **. S
0026 RNO2=91392. **. 3
0027 RN11-115600. **. 5
C
C CALCULATE C VALUES
C
u	 0028 30 DO 40 1-1,6
++	 0029 C(I)-0
+o	 CO30 40 CONTINUE
f	 0031 IGOOD-0
a	 OU32 DO 100 1-1,16
7	 0033 DO 100 J-1, 16
6	 0034 IF ( IPASS. EQ. 2) GO TO 42




FORTRAN_ IV-PLUS V02-5,L[_ 	 14.33:3320 -0^T-90	 PAGE .2
APP. FT%TR DLOCKV • +,
UMn 	 A	 (	 ,	 ) •	 L	 l	 , J • WA	 l	 , J
00 6 F(ISUM OT 128)00 TO 100
0037 42 IGOODMIGOOD+1
0221 JF(IPASS,EQ. I)VAR n IOP11 1, 1.J)




0041 P(2) n l/RN01*(I-8.5)





C C(K) RAW ORTHOGONAL COEFFICIENTS
C





0050 DO 150 K=1, 6




CALCULATE VINHAT.	 R,	 SSR,	 AND MSE
INH VINHAT is rHE ESTIMATE5VARIABLE 	 ALU•
C SSR IS THE SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE RESIDUALS_




C')55 DO 2CO 101,16
0056 JU 200 J=1 16
0057 IF( IPASS, EQ. 1 )VAR-IGIM 1,I, J)




0062 P(4)-1/RNO2*((I-8 5)**2-21 F5)
0063 P(5)-1/RNO2*((J-8.5)**2-21.25)
0064 P(b>=1/FN11*(I-8.5>*(J-8	 5)
0065 DO 175 K=1,6
006f, VINH( I, J, IPASS) =VINN( I, J, IPASS) +C(K)*P(K)
0067 175 CONTINUE
0068 R (I, J)-VAR-VINH ( I, J, IPASS)
(7.,e,9 IF( IPASS. EQ. 2)GO TO	 178
0070 ISUM=IGAR(I.J)+ICLOUD(I,J)+IWATER(I,J)
t	 0071 I F (I SU11. 0 . 128) GO TO 200
i	 0072 178 SSR-SSR+P(I,J)**2
0073 SUM-SUM H ( I, J)
















n 	 . / N
0079 CNl0nC(3)/RN0I




C COEFFICIENTS FOR SIMPLE POLYNOMIALS TO 0E INPUT TO SAS
0083 SAS1-CN00-8,8 n (CNOI+CN10)+Si *(CN0,^,+CN20)+72.23*CNtl








WRITE SHORT REPORT INFO
0089 IF(IPASS. E0. 2)GO'TO 600
dogo A	 -	 A .+
0091 WRITE(6,1300)I0,NAME
0092 1300 FOXMAT(lHl.4dX,lPATCW REPORT FOR SdCNE',lX,t0Al.2X#'FILE:, 6
	 ,
0093 WRITE(6, 1400) IAG, IbAT, LATDR, LATO, LATM, LONDR, LOND, LONM
1 M	 (	 X, ' USN A 1	 : ',	 X,	 A	 LL	 NUM	 : ',	 ,
1	 .":, 'LATITUDE	 : ', IX, A1, IX, I4, ' DECREES', 1X, I2, ' MINUTES',
1 Sx, TIFF-W790-M--, i X, A1, iX,14,'1j1ffGfaEI, 12, 'MINUTES', 
0095 WRITE(6,1500)(C(K),K-1,6),RMSE
OP MA	 (IX, '
	 n ',	 2,3'C51-1,F8X,	 2,	 X, '	 1	 -	 ,	 . 2,	 X,
1	 'CO2- 1 , F8.2, 3X, 'C20-', F8. 2, 3X, 'Cl l-', F9. 2, 3X,^.. -	
'MSC-;7,Tff. 2)
009 WRITE(6, 1550) CN00, CNOl, CN10, CNO2 , CN20, CNl1, SUM
604w ^i5 50 FORMAT( IX, 'CN00', FFi. 4, 3X, 'CNOI', F9 4, 3X, 'CN10',
1F8. 4, 3X, ' CNOL-, FP. 4, 3X, LCN20', F0. 4, 3X, 'CN1I',
1	 F9 4, 3X, 'SUMSR', F8. 2)
0099 WRITE(6, 157 5)SAS 1, SASX, SASY, SASX2, SASY2, SASXY
0100 1575 FORMAT(iX, 'SASY, F8. 4, 3X, 'SASX', F(3 4, 3X. 'SASY',






C WRITE LONG REPORT DATA
C
0102 WRITE(6,1600)
0103 1600 FORMAT(//, 10X, 'PATCH', 10X, 'VIN', 10X, 'VINHAT', 12X, 'R' )
0104 DO 400 1-1,16
t	 0105 DO 400 J-1. 16
0106 IP-(1-1)•16+J
0	 0107 WRITE ( 6, 1700) IP, IGIN ( 1, I. J), VINH(I, J, 1 ), R( I, J)
0108 1700 FORMAT (1 1 X. 13, 11X. I3, BX, F8. 2, 8X, F8. 2 )
•	 0109 400 CONTINUE
0110 500 CONTINUE
• C
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P0STPP. F TN	 /TR; DLOCCK /WR
_ 0111 GO TO 700
C




0114 WRITE(6, 1500) (C(K), K • 1, 6), RMSE
0115 WRITE(6, 1550)CN00, CNO1, CN10, CNO2, CN20, CN11. SUM
0116 IF(REPORT(1).EQ.'S')GO TO 700
0117 WRITE(6.1600)
0118 DO 650 101,16
0119 00 650 J-1, 16
0120 IPM(I-1)*16+J
0121 WRITE(6, 1750) IP, VINH(I, J, 1), VINH(I, J. 2), R (I. J)
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FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES REFERENCED
OPENL
TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED - 034214 7238
[320, 403A. D/-SP-SYO: 0320# 403P(.1,3TPP
NA^,A•j%
D-6
